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Abstract 

 This project was carried out for investigating the gas sensing properties of 

nanocluster-assembled highly porous zinc oxide (ZnO) films prepared using the 

Supersonic Cluster Beam Deposition (SCBD) technique. The study has two main parts. 

They are focused on investigating the oxygen (O2) and hydrogen (H2) sensing 

properties of the material and the devices made of it.   

For thin film fabrication, SCBD method is a physical vapor deposition (PVD) 

technique which is quite distinctive from many other PVD techniques. An SCBD 

process starts from generating micro-plasma pulses on the surface of a metal rod 

target. The target is placed in a discharge chamber at reduced pressure. Atoms 

ablated from the metal target re-condense to form nanoclusters. The nanoclusters 

are concurrently carried by an argon gas flow to move towards the exit of the 

discharge chamber. The gas is extracted from the exit to enter an expansion chamber, 

where the gas experiences an expansion. Streamlines are formed and collimated with 

a set of aerodynamic lenses. The nanoclusters in the streamlines are forced to 

concentrate close to the axis of the gas flow. They finally enter a deposition chamber 

pumped to reach a high vacuum condition. In this chamber, the nanoclusters are 

deposited on a substrate to form a coating. Due to the low kinetic energy of the 

nanoclusters, the impact on the substrate is so light that the structural features of the 

nanoclusters are retained and diffusion of atoms does not happen. This facilitates the 

formation of a nanocluster-assembled highly porous coating on the substrate. 

Furthermore, the clusters size could be controlled with some techniques, and the film 
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thickness can be adjusted according to the deposition time. For producing an oxide 

film, some amount of oxygen gas can be mixed into the carrier gas. Post-oxidation 

process at elevated temperature is often required to improve the crystallization of the 

nanoclusters and the linkage among them, and also to enrich the oxygen content in 

the deposits.   

In the first part of the study for investigating the oxygen sensing properties of 

SCBD ZnO-based sensors, all the tests were conducted at ambient temperature. The 

measurement was done in a way that a film sensor was first put to be stabilized in an 

environment containing a certain amount of oxygen content. A light source was then 

turned on to generate above-bandgap photons to illuminate the sensor. The real-time 

change of the electrical resistance of the sensor was monitored over a specific 

duration of time. The light source was then turned off and the real-time resistance 

was continued to be recorded. The time dependence of the current collected 

throughout the process was analyzed and correlated to the oxygen concentration in 

the detected region.  

Moreover, measurements based on different combinations of sensor structure 

and the condition of detected region were employed. The purposes are to reveal the 

influences of the sensor structure on the sensor output, and to assess the applicability 

of the measurement schemes in environments close to actual circumstances. The 

combinations covered in the study include:  

(i) flow of dry inert gas like argon (Ar) or nitrogen (N2) containing a certain amount 

of detected gas, namely oxygen (O2) in the study;  
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(ii) flow of dry inert gas containing O2 with the film sensor covered with a water-

proof superhydrophobic polymer coating, made of a commercial spray cylinder 

product called NeverWet (Rust-Oleum).  

(iii) above 90%-humidity O2-containing gaseous environment detected with the 

polymer-coated film sensor,  

(iv) in water containing a broad range of dissolved oxygen detected using a sensor 

made of the polymer-coated ZnO film with the light source and all electrical parts 

enclosed in a cavity. 

Results of measurements show that in all cases the sensors can generate 

detectable signals at room temperature if the sensors are illuminated with photons 

of energy above the bandgap of zinc oxide. The sensor response drops with increasing 

oxygen content in the detected region. Addition of a polymer coating on the film 

surface reduces the sensor response. The best post-oxidation condition for obtaining 

the best compromise between sensing properties and stability is found. The real-time 

dependence of the light-induced current response exhibit rather systematic trends 

associated with the change of oxygen concentration. It can be correlated with the 

oxygen concentration in the detected region in accordance with the magnitude of the 

sensor response, response time and recovery time.  

A model was proposed to give more fundamental interpretation of the observed 

trends. The model is based on photo-assisted electrical effect, redox reactions among 

oxygen, detected gas species and the ZnO film. The model incorporates the 

contributions from photo generation and recombination of electron-hole pairs, 
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surface sorption of oxygen species, trapping and release of conduction electrons 

through interaction with the surface sorbed oxygen species, and transport via the 

defect states in the porous oxide material structure. The study associated with the 

measurements in water may lead to further develop of an immersion-type dissolved 

oxygen sensor. A practical method for quantitative determination of oxygen 

concentration based on the fitting parameters to the real-time resistive response and 

expected asymptote was proposed and tested, instead of going through long-time 

measurement to reach real equilibrium.  

In the second part of the study for investigating the H2 sensing properties of SCBD 

ZnO film sensors，the as-deposited ns-ZnO film is composed of nanoclusters of an 

average diameter ∼5 nm embedded in an amorphous matrix. The post-oxidization 

condition leading to optimum gas sensing properties was determined to be 500oC for 

1 h. With this condition, the nanocluster size increases to 13 nm. They are loosely 

connected to give a high porosity of 73%. To specify this extraordinary high porosity 

and roughness, we name the material as ZnO “nanosponge (ns-ZnO)”. Furthermore, 

the ns-ZnO film was decorated with a palladium (Pd) coating to enhance the capability 

of catalytic dissociation of hydrogen so as to enhance the sensor response to the gas 

[58]. The overall sensor structure is thereby denoted as Pd/ns-ZnO. 

Measurements of resistive response of the Pd/ns-ZnO film sensor versus H2 

concentration contained in an inert carrier gas like Ar or N2 was carried out at two 

different temperatures, namely 20oC and 80oC, respectively. For each temperature, 

the sample was also set to be under or without UV illumination.  
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The effect of operation temperature can be illustrated using an example. For 2% 

H2 in the sample gas, the sensor response and response time detected at 20oC are 82 

and 1 s, respectively. On the other hand, at a higher operation of 80oC, the sensor 

response increases by 43 times, whereas the response and recovery times are 

considerably shortened to 0.3 s and 18 s. A moderate operation like 80oC is thereby 

preferred to use, because the sensor behaves better, and less moisture can stay on 

the film surface such that the change in surrounding humidity affects much less on 

the sensor’s output. Also, the temperature is low to prevent from significant post-

annealing effect leading to instability material structure and subsequent drift of the 

gas sensing signal.  

Compared with published data, the H2 sensing properties of our sensors are 

superior to most others made of metal oxide nanomaterials operating at 

temperatures > 200oC in terms of showing higher sensor response and shorter 

response time. The effect of applying UV illumination is to improve the stability of the 

output in cyclic tests.   

A theoretical model based on the mechanisms introduced in the previous model 

for O2 sensing was used to interpret the H2 sensing properties in a more fundamental 

manner. The influences of increasing the operation temperature and UV illumination 

are discussed.  
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 Introduction 

1.1 Background on oxygen sensing research  

Oxygen sensing technology has wide applications in daily life and industries in 

the circumstances where monitoring of oxygen concentration [O2] in a gas or liquid is 

crucially important. Some typical examples are as follows. Monitoring of the O2 

concentration in a workplace like a mining pit [1] is highly desired to ensure that 

environment is safe and suitable for workers to stay and work. In flow soldering 

process or metal heat treatment, O2 concentration in a controlled environment is 

required to detect for the need of maintaining the O2 concentration at a low enough 

level to prevent the molten solder from being oxidized significantly [2]. In food and 

medication production, the O2 content in the production line must be monitored and 

controlled to optimize the fabrication and storage conditions [3]. The level of O2 used 

in oxygen therapy must be accurately adjusted in order to maximize the effect of a 

treatment [4]. With increasing concern about air pollution, O2 content in air is an 

important indicator reflecting air quality in offices, households and some public 

locations in urban areas etc. [5]. A particular class of activities requires detecting 

oxygen concentration in liquids, most usually water. The measurement is referred to 

as the detection of dissolved oxygen (DO) content in the liquid. One important 

occasion is the activity associated with aquaculture and aquarium, where the level of 

DO has to be known and used for auto controlled via some feedback loop in order to 

maintain a proper level of O2 in water for ensuring the health of fishes and water fowls 

[6,7]. Another example is the production line in a brewery, where the O2 
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concentration must be kept at a specific level to achieve the desired quality of the 

product [8]. Moreover, detection of DO is needed in wastewater treatment [9, 10]. In 

an aerobic process, an oxygen-rich condition is required for activating bacteria to 

dissociate organic contaminants; while in an anaerobic process, an O2-deficient 

condition is needed for microorganisms to be digested via fermentation, and 

converted into methane. Detection of DO is also needed in diving and marine 

activities, where the results of measurements help to check the working condition of 

breathing facilities [11].  

 

1.2 Background on hydrogen sensing research  

Detection of hydrogen is also important in many circumstances, while in most of 

the cases, measurements are required to be conducted in a gas phase. The reason is 

that H2 is an important future fuel expected to provide clean and intensive energy. 

Concomitantly, it is highly explosive and is potentially dangerous to the human beings 

[12, 13]. Monitoring of hydrogen level and generation of warning signal in case of 

accidental leakage of the gas are crucially important to ensure the safety when any 

H2-containing fuels are used. The requirement of the performance of hydrogen 

sensors is anticipated to become more and more stringent associated with the 

foreseeable popularization of this attractive renewable energy medium. In particular, 

new generation H2 sensors are required to have higher detection sensitivity to 

improve the safety level of leakage detection for matching with the ordinances 

announced by related government departments and professional bodies of different 

countries, like the US Department of energy and manufacturers of H2 powered 
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vehicles [14-17]. New sensors are also required to have faster response time to a level 

shorter than 1 s. This is in fact a very stringent requirement and has not been reached 

by many existing commercialized H2 sensor products [14]. On the other hand, the 

advancement of sensor material research creates new rooms for further 

improvement of sensor’s performance and hence the related R&D activities are still 

very active nowadays.  

Development work on new H2 sensors covers the improvement of many 

performance indexes. The targets of research are to further broaden the detection 

range which has already covered a range from ppm level to 100% of the gases. A high 

sensitivity is still pursued to achieve a lower detection limit. More targets to be 

attempted include better durability; faster response and recovery time; lower 

operation temperature preferably to be closer to the ambient level; better selectivity 

to prevent interference from other unwanted gases or interferants; better batch-to-

batch reproducibility; lower power consumption; ease of miniaturization and lower 

production cost possibly leading to mass production. 

 

1.3 Motivation of the present project 

This study was motivated by referring to the abovementioned deficiencies of the 

present status of the field.   

 

1.3.1 Inspiration from the operating temperature of conventional semiconductor-

based gas sensors 

A conventional semiconductor-based gas sensor usually uses a large-bandgap 
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semiconducting element, such as a metal oxide, for generating signal to respond to a 

gas. The reason is as follows. At room temperature, the material only contains a small 

amount of conduction charge carriers (electrons and/or holes) due to the large 

bandgap energy relative to the thermal energy available from the environment. Its 

electrical resistivity is thereby very high and hence the resistance is hardly measured 

in practice. As a consequence, the electrons are captured by a small amount of oxygen 

molecules from the environment which are consequently adsorbed on the sensor’s 

surface. The resistance is reduced a little bit though it is still hardly detected. When 

an oxidizing or reducing target gas appears, it interacts with the adsorded oxygen (for 

a reducing target gas) or conduction electrons (for an oxidizing target gas) through a 

redox reaction. The subsequent change of the sensor’s resistance is still very small. 

The device is thereby not functioning quite well. For this reason, the sensor is usually 

heated up to a few hundred oC to increase the population of conduction charge 

carriers. One of the consequences is that the sensor material may continue to 

crystallize and the atoms in it may further diffuse or oxidized throughout the course 

of use. The structure, phase and even composition of the sensing material may 

change gradually. The gas sensing performance of the device is also changed as time 

proceeds. These mechanisms are usually accompanied with degradation of the 

sensing properties.  

Second, the temperature of the sensor element may experience certain degree 

of fluctuation. A feedback control loop is usually required to stabilize sensor’s 

temperature and subsequently the output performance. This remedy would 

inevitably result in additional cost of production.  
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Third, the sensor element itself is a hot spot and may have potential risk of 

igniting an explosive component contained in the detected gas. Hence an explosive 

arrester is usually added to prevent direct interaction between the sensor and the 

surrounding substances. This approach would enlarge the size of the device such that 

miniaturization is significantly hindered. They are difficult to be integrated to quite a 

large group of products requiring the accessories to have small sizes.  

All the above problems could be greatly alleviated if some method can be 

implemented to effectively lower the operation temperature of the sensor. In practice, 

a temperature slightly above the ambient one is preferred because at this condition 

moisture is more difficult to be condensed on the sensor’s surface such that the 

influence from the change of relative humidity in the detected area can be suppressed.    

 

1.3.2 Expected improvements associated with the use of UV light assist 

One popular way employed nowadays for lowering the operation temperature 

of semiconductor-based gas sensors is to illuminate the sensor’s surface with light of 

photo energy above the electron bandgap. The wavelength of the light used for this 

purpose usually falls in the ultraviolet range. The popularity of this approach is 

directly related to the widespread of availability of low cost UV light emitting diode 

(LED).  

The main effect of the method is to increase the population of electron-hole 

pairs such that the gas detection reactions can take place at a temperature much 

lower than the one for a conventional semiconductor type gas sensor to work 

effectively. Basically, gas sensing signal is already achievable at room temperature. A 
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simple heater could be added to rise the operation temperature slightly for 

suppressing the influence of moisture. Most of the abovementioned drawbacks could 

be prevented as a consequence.  

1.3.3 Expected improvement associated with the use of highly porous oxide 

sensor materials 

Another strategy becoming more popular is to use highly porous nano-

structured metal oxide films to make gas sensors for improving the performance. The 

materials could be made to have pores embedded in a structure, or be constructed 

by assembling nanoclusters together to leave gap spaces in between. In all cases, the 

materials are characteristic of having a high porosity and roughness. They are well 

specified by a characteristic dimension, which can be referred to the average pore 

size or cluster size. In particular, it usually falls in the nanometer range. The popularity 

of this approach is initiated from the widespread use of nanomaterials in the field of 

sensor technology. Some reasons are as follows.  

(i) Gas sensing response is generated by the surface reaction between the sensing 

material and the detected gas. Since nanomaterials commonly have a large 

effective surface area compared to that of a bulk one, one expects that the gas 

sensing signal should also be stronger.  

(ii) The resistive change of a semiconductor gas sensor is generated according to the 

variation of the thickness of the depletion layer. This layer initially appears at the 

surface of the material. It has a maximum depth when the sensor is at equilibrium 

with the background oxygen before the presence of the detected gas (reducing 

for example). It becomes thinner until the target gas concentration reaches the 
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upper bound of the gas detection range. The range of the resistance change is 

determined in accordance to this process. It is made to be the largest if the initial 

thickness of the depletion layer is close to the average cluster size, and the latter 

is as thin as possible at highest gas concentration to be detected. The variation 

of the depletion layer of a semiconductor is usually in the range of a few 

nanometers, hence a nanomaterial with a similar characteristic dimension is 

considered to be suitable candidate for the use of making good sensors. 

(iii) The gap spaces in a porous material may connect to form some channels for gas 

molecules to pass through. The migration speed could be made to be fast 

compared to that of a dense structure of the same material. Hence, the detected 

gas molecules can reach and react with the nanoclusters located deeper in the 

sensor within a shorter time compared to that achieved with a bulk one. A faster 

reaction rate could thus be obtained. Based the same reason, during loading the 

detached molecules also migrate through the structure and return to the 

environment with a short recovery time.  

 

1.4 Aims and objectives of the present project 

Based on the present status of the field as summarized above, this project was carried 

out with the following objectives.   

(i) We synthesized highly porous ZnO films using a Super Cluster Beam Deposition 

technique (SCBD) method for making samples for investigating their gas sensing 

properties. SCBD ZnO films produced with this technique are composed of 

nanoclusters and hence are expected to have a large effective surface area to 
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facilitate obtaining a stronger sensor response.   

(ii) We also aimed at characterizing the phase and structure of the film samples. 

Experiments employed in this part of study include the X-ray diffraction, infrared 

absorption, Raman scattering and porosity etc.  

(iii) The next is to investigate the electrical conductivity with and without UV light 

illumination, and at different temperatures, i.e. 20oC and 80oC. The output was 

measured against the concentration of the detected substances. The first is 

oxygen. Measurements were conducted in different environments, including dry 

gas phase with bared film sensor; dry gas phase with NeverWet coated film 

sensor; humid gas phase with NeverWet coated film sensor; and water with a 

specially designed device based on a NeverWet coated film sensor. Real-time 

variation of the resistive response is recorded and correlated with the oxygen 

content. In particular, the tests in water were done to aim at assessing the 

potential of developing a dissolved oxygen sensor using the SCBD ZnO films. The 

next to be detected is hydrogen. All the tests were conducted in gas phase. The 

film samples are decorated with a palladium film for introducing catalytic assist.  

(iv) The last part is to analyze the correlation of the real-time dependence of the 

resistive response to the concentration of the detected substances. Models 

based on some physiochemical mechanisms, like surface sorption, 

photogeneration of excess charge carriers etc., are introduced. Curve fitting were 

carried out to extract characteristic parameters like response time and recovery 

time to help interpreting and getting deep insights of the gas sensing process.  
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 Background of Gas Sensors Technology 

2.1 Performance indexes of a gas sensor 

A gas sensor is a device working for reflecting the health condition of the 

atmosphere, workplaces and households etc. Therefore, a number of performance 

indexes of a gas sensor are defined to reflect it capability for this purpose. The 

parameters of most concerns are summarized in Table 2.1.  

 

Table 2.1  Summary of important performance indexes of a gas sensor. 

Parameter Symbol  Definition  

Sensor 

response 

S Fractional change of a physical property of a 

sensor when a sensor reacts with a gas. The 

physical property could be selected as the 

resistance, electrical conductivity, optical 

transmittance or reflectivity etc. The 

magnitude of the change is expected to 

change with the variation of the concentration 

of the target gas present in the detected area. 

For example, if electrical conductivity  is 

used, its value in the background environment 

is b and that detected upon the presence of 

the detected gas is gas, the sensor response is 
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obtained as  

S  |b - gas| / gas, when b > gas (the sensor 

is less conducting in the presence of the target 

gas), or   

S  |b - gas| / b, when gas > b (the sensor 

is more conducting in the presence of the 

target gas).  

Another example usually used in published 

studies and also this study is the use of the 

resistance of the sensor R, where S is  

S  |Rb - Rgas| / Rgas, when Rb > Rgas, or 

S  |Rb - Rgas| / Rb, when Rgas > Rb 

Selectivity  Capability of the sensor to selectively respond 

to the target gas only. This is usually assessed 

by measuring the output of the sensor to the 

target gas and potential interferants, and then 

compare their relative magnitudes.  

Stability/ 

Repeatability  

 Capability of the sensor to give stable and 

repeatable response over a long time of use or 

a large number of loading-unloading cycles.  

Sensitivity δS/δC Differential change of sensor response 

associated with a differential change of the 
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target gas concentration, C.   

Response time   Tres Time required for the sensor response to 

reach 80% of the total change of the response 

associated with a specific target gas 

concentration. 

Recovery time Trec The time required for the sensor response to 

recover by 80% of the total change of the 

response for a specific target gas 

concentration. 

Linearity  Linearity between sensor response and target 

gas concentration. 

Operating 

temperature 

Toperate The temperature of the sensor during 

operation.  

Upper 

detection limit 

 Maximum target gas concentration just before 

the sensor output becomes saturated and 

insensitive to further increase of the gas 

concentration.  

Lower 

detection limit 

 Minimum detected gas concentration below 

which no any change of sensor output can be 

detected.  

Resolution   Minimum change of target gas concentration 

detectable according to the change of the 
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sensor output.  

 

2.2 Review of O2 gas sensors  

A variety of oxygen gas sensors is available and chosen according to the specific 

requirements of use. However, each type of gas sensors is found to have respective 

advantages and shortcomings.  

 

2.2.1 Metal oxide semiconductor (MOx) O2 gas sensors 

A sensor of this type has a semiconductor sensing element for producing a signal 

to respond to the target gas. It is usually a metal oxide (MOx), like zinc oxide, titanium 

oxide or tungsten oxide. They all have large bandgap energies above a few eV. The 

main advantages of MOx gas sensors are the simplicity of their structures, low cost 

and the ease of integration to many portable appliances. A MOx sensor could be 

designed to give resistive or capacitive response when interacting with a target gas 

through some physicochemical reactions.  

An MOx gas sensor is generally required to work at an elevated temperature. This 

is because the bandgap of a metal oxide is in general much larger than the thermal 

energy available from the environment at room temperature. As a consequence, the 

charge carrier population is small and the material is rather resistive. Therefore, the 

base resistance as well as the resistive change caused by presence of a target gas at 

an ordinary level of concentration are hardly detected. A high operation temperature 

is therefore applied for generating a large enough electron-hole population, such that 

the base resistance of the sensor is properly lowered, and the resistance change 
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caused by the redox reactions between the surface sorbed oxygen species and the 

target gas becomes discernable. The thermal drift of the sensor response may be 

rather significant due to the thermal fluctuation of the sensor and continuous 

annealing of the sensor material. Persistent oxidation and atomic diffusion also can 

alter the phase structure or composition and influence the output characteristics, 

rendering the sensor’s performance to become unstable and unrepeatable. Even 

worse, the change of the physical parameter used for correlating with the target gas 

concentration may need a long time to recover or in some cases the change is 

irreversible. Practically, typical range of the error due to thermal effect could be as 

larger as +/-20%.  

 

2.2.2 Non-dispersive infra-red (NDIR) O2 gas sensors 

Another popular oxygen gas sensor is non-dispersive infra-red (NDIR) gas sensors. 

A sensor of this type does not have a sensing material to directly react with the target 

gas. No instability is caused by the change of the chemical state of a sensing material 

in the device. Alternatively, the operation of an NDIR sensor is based on the detection 

of absorption spectrum of the detected gas molecules in the infrared (IR) range. In 

particular, a typical design of an NDIR sensor has two optical paths, which each ends 

up with a photodetector. They work concurrently. One collects the absorption 

spectrum of the background, usually contains air, moisture, CO2 etc. The other one 

collects the absorption spectrum combining that of the background and the film 

sample. This operation principle is expected to compensate any unwanted 

interference so as to obtain the net IR absorption spectrum of the film material and 
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to eliminate random fluctuation. However, an NDIR gas sensor requires a higher 

power consumption for maintaining the operation of the IR light source. If a battery 

is used, it requires to be recharged rather frequently. The volume of the sensor is also 

too large to be integrated to many portable appliances. According to the many 

practical tests, notable drift of output is also unavoidable. The reason is still unknown. 

We suspect that it may be from the mechanical instability of some optical 

components inside the device, or be due to uncontrolled condensation of moisture 

on these components such that the conditions along the reference light path and 

sample light path are not identical.  

The abovementioned advantages and disadvantages of the two sensor types are 

summarized in Table 2.1.  

 

Table 2.2 Summary of the advantages and disadvantages of MOx-type and NDIR-

type oxygen gas sensors.  

Sensor type MOx NDIR 

Working principle  Physiochemical reactions 

between a semiconductor 

metal oxide and the target 

gas 

Detection of the characteristic 

IR absorption spectrum of the 

target gas  

Detected variable  Mostly resistive or 

capacitive change of the 

sensor element 

IR absorption at the 

wavelengths of the spectral 

line(s) of the target gas 
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molecules 

Advantages Low cost and ease of 

integration to manyh 

portable appliances  

Improved suppression of 

background interference, and 

less influence caused by the 

change of the chemical stage of 

a sensing material 

Drawbacks Error due to thermal drift 

up to +/- 20%; significant 

thermal drift; poor 

reproducibility; slow 

recovery rate 

Higher power consumption; 

incoherent drift of reference 

and measurement arms 

 

 

2.3 Review of dissolved oxygen sensors  

Dissolved oxygen detection is concerned in this study. We describe three widely 

used dissolved oxygen sensors in the following. They are mostly used in water. 

Practically, a dissolved oxygen sensor is usually mounted to a meterstick. It is then 

placed at a position where the oxygen content is needed to know. The sensor is also 

often equipped with a data logger for real-time monitoring or with a transmitter to 

send data to a control unit. The data is useful for real-time feedback for auto control 

of some process, and hence is particularly important in quality control in a production 

flow. 
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2.3.1 Optical dissolved oxygen sensors 

 The first DO sensor type to be introduced is optical dissolved oxygen sensor. The 

structure is depicted schematically in Figure 2.1. Its active component is made to 

contain a certain luminescent dye. The dye was illuminated by a blue excitation light 

beam from a light source. Electrons in the dye gain energy, and tend to return to the 

ground state by emitting photons [18]. When dissolved oxygen is present, the emitted 

photon energy is lowered (longer wavelength) because some energy losses due to 

interaction with oxygen molecules. The intensity of the emitted light is also altered 

with the concentration of the DO concentration [19]. In addition, the lifetime of the 

luminescence is also affected and useable for indicating the oxygen content in the 

medium [20]. 

 

Figure 2.1 Cross-section of an optical dissolved oxygen sensor. [91] 
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2.3.2 Polarographic dissolved Oxygen Sensors (electrochemical) 

 Another type of widely used DO sensors is based on electrochemical reaction. 

The structure is depicted schematically in Figure 2.2. A sensor based on 

electrochemical reaction is commonly referred to as amperometric or Clark-type 

sensors.  

A polarographic DO sensor, or an electrochemical DO sensor, consists of a silver 

anode and a noble metal (such as gold, platinum or infrequently, silver) cathode 

immersed in a potassium chloride (KCl) solution [21]. After the device is powered, it 

requires 5 to 60 minutes to warm up. Meanwhile, the electrodes are polarized. A 

voltage of around 0.4 to 1.2 V is then applied to polarize the electrodes [21]. The 

applied electric field drives electrons to move towards the cathode. The anode is set 

at a higher potential, namely being more positively polarized relatively to the 

cathode [22]. An internal electric close loop is established [23]. When oxygen 

molecules in the medium diffuse across a membrane, they are reduced at the 

cathode, an electrical signal in the form of a current is detected [24]. If the polarizing 

potential is held constant, the change of the current flow in the sensor can be 

correlated to the reduction rate of oxygen and hence can be correlated to the 

concentration of dissolved oxygen concentration in the detected medium [24]. In 

other words, more oxygen passing through the embrace to enter the device, more 

oxygen molecules are reduced and a greater electrical current signal is displayed by 

the polarographic DO sensor. 
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Figure 2.2 Cross-section of a polarographic dissolved oxygen sensor [91] 

 

2.3.3 Galvanic dissolved oxygen sensors (electrochemical)  

A galvanic DO sensor is also an electrochemical type sensor. The structure is 

depicted schematically in Figure 2.3. Its electrodes are made of two different metals 

having different electron affinity (the tendency of attracting electrons) [25]. When 

they are placed in an electrolyte solution, self-polarization between the two metals 

is built up automatically to result in a potential difference between them [26]. The 

self-polarization evolves very fast as if no warm-up time is required. Hence the 

response time is rather short. The condition for the sensor to be workable is that the 

self-polarization voltage should not be less than 0.5 volts for reduction of oxygen to 

become feasible [26]. 
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Figure 2.3 Cross-section of a galvanic dissolved oxygen sensor. [91] 

 

We further note that the anode in a galvanic dissolved oxygen sensor is usually 

zinc, lead or any one of the active metals, while the cathode could be silver or one of 

the noble metals [27]. The electrolyte solution can be sodium hydroxide, sodium 

chloride, or another inert electrolyte [21, 29]. The electrochemical reaction in 

galvanic DO sensors is very similar to that conducts in a polarographic DO sensors, 

but no external applied potential is needed. The electrodes can self-polarize, with the 

electrons traveling internally from the anode to the cathode [24]. The cathode 

remains unreactive but serves as a path for electrons to pass through. It does not 

participate in the reaction [61]. Thus, the anode is oxidized and oxygen is reduced at 

the surface of the cathode.  

 Each type of gas sensor has its own advantages and shortcomings. We give a 
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comparison among the features of the three sensors in  

Table 2.3. Some information on the general limitations of commercial dissolved 

oxygen sensors is also shown.  

 

Table 2.3 Comparison of three common types of dissolved oxygen sensors. 

Sensor type Optical Polarographic Galvanic 

Advantages Stable 

Short warm up 

time 

No stirring required 

Fast response time 

 

Fast response time 

Not need to replace 

electrolyte 

No warm-up period 

Limitations Dependent on 

temperature 

Higher power 

consumption  

Lower accuracy 

Warm-up period required 

Frequent replacement of 

electrolytes 

Stirring required  

Short life-time  

Stirring required 

 

2.4 Review of popular H2 gas sensors  

This section presents the features of some popular types of H2 sensors.   

2.4.1 Pd-based resistive-type H2 gas sensor  

The study of the H-Pd system was initiated from the year of 1866. It was found 

that hydrogen can permeate into Pd [30]. At the same time, the metal is hydridated 

and accompanied by a substantial change of the electrical resistivity. It was thereby 

inspired that the H-induced response could be utilized for detection of hydrogen, with 
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the resistive change as an indicator for correlating with the variation of surrounding 

hydrogen concentration. A sensor of this type is thereby referred to as a Pd-based H2 

sensor.  

In more detail, a piece of Pd-based component is a catalyst which accelerates 

dissociation of H2 molecules into H atoms on its surface. The total volume of hydrogen 

gas dissolved in a piece of Pd can be over 800 times of its own. When H atoms diffuse 

to enter the lattice of Pd, they are located interstitially. At this stage, a Pd hydride, 

denoted as -phase, is formed. The H content can be increased to 2.5% without 

affecting the lattice structure [31], namely an FCC lattice. However, a little expansion 

of lattice constant from 0.388 to 0.39 nm is detected in accordance with the increase 

in H content [32]. If more H atoms are incorporated to the solid, a transformation 

from the -phase to a -phase occurs. The -phase structure also has an FCC lattice. 

H atoms in the solid are still located at interstitial sites. However, the lattice constants 

exhibit larger expansion to by 3%, namely to a magnitude of 0.401 nm. Upon 

completion of the transition, a bit more H can still be able to enter the solid, and the 

lattice constant further increases slightly.   

In connection to the two hydridation processes, the resistivity  of the Pd-based 

sensor increases monotonically with increasing H content. In the -phase,  increases 

by a factor of 1.05 when H content increases to 2.5%. [33, 34].  In the -to- 

transition, H content increases to reach 40%, whereas  increases by 1.8 times.  

Pd-based resistive-type H2 sensors are less sensitive to many interferants. It is 

also insensitivity to the change of the pressure of the environment and relative 

humidity RH. It works well at a low operation temperature Toperate close to the room 
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temperature. The reproducibility of production is fairly good. It can be made in the 

form of a thin film sensor and held is convenient to be miniaturized and fabricated 

with mass production process. However, the sensor response is rather low (e.g.  

7.610-7/ppm at 2% H2) [35]. The response time is also too long (e.g. ~ 60 s) to satisfy 

the requirements of many applications. The output depends on the surrounding 

environmental temperature and hence exhibits thermal drift. The power 

consumption is high and the raw material is expensive.   

 

2.4.2 MOx type H2 gas sensor  

Many metal oxide semiconductors can respond to H2. Some of them have been 

used to make commercial H2 sensors. The structure is the same as that of an MOx-

type O2 sensor, except that it is operated in an air or a background of stable oxygen 

concentration. Under this condition, H2 plays the role of the target gas and it 

concentration is expected to be small. The working principle will be further elucidated 

in Section 2.5.  

An MOx H2 sensor is advantageous of having a high sensor response, e.g.  

0.15/ppm at 2% H2 [51].  The response time is short, e.g. 5 – 10 s. However, the 

selectivity against other reducing gases is poor. The output may shift with the change 

of surrounding pressure Tenviron and RH [36-53]. Furthermore, it needs to work at an 

elevated operation temperature Toperate, and hence the thermal instability of the 

output is constantly a problem. Since an explosion arrester is needed, miniaturization 

is hindered. The power consumption is also high, usually at a level of  500 mW. Hence, 

the sensors are not suitable to be integrated to many battery-powered portable 
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appliances. A circuit may be added to stabilize the operation temperature, but the 

production cost is risen as a consequence [62-66]. It is also very often that the sensor 

components are fabricated using thick film technology, like screen printing technique. 

The properties of thick materials made with this technique are not easily controlled 

accurately, and the quality and reproducibility of the performance of the products are 

hardly maintained accurately and consistently.  

 

2.4.3 Electrochemical-type H2 gas sensor  

The structure of an electrochemical-type H2 sensor is similar to that of an 

electrochemical-type O2 sensor [64-66, 54-56], except that H2 molecules are 

dissociated into H atoms. H atoms are generated in the electrolyte between the 

electrodes. An amperometric [54-56] or a potentiometric signal [55] is generated as 

a result.   

The advantage is that the output is insensitive to the variations of surrounding 

pressure, temperature and relative humidity (RH). An electrochemical-type H2 sensor 

can work at a temperature close to the ambient one, and does not need to have a 

heater as well as a temperature controlling circuit. However, its sensor response is 

low, e.g.  0.002/ppm at 1.15% H2 [55]. The output is readily interfered by other 

reducing gases. Batch-to-batch reproducibility is not satisfactory. Miniaturization is 

not easily realized, and the production cost is also high.  

 

2.4.4  Catalytic combustion-type H2 gas sensor  

A catalytic combustion-type H2 gas sensor is made to contain a catalyst which 
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could be one of the elemental components forming the sensor material. It can be 

added on the surface as a decorative coating. The catalyst is added for altering the 

selectivity of the sensor for targeting at a specific detected gas and suppressing the 

response to other unwanted interferants.  

During operation, the sensor is heated up to an operation temperature Toperation. 

Molecules of a combustion gas like H2 are oxidized to emit heat, causing the 

temperature of the sensor to rise. The change is detected by a platinum (Pt) 

thermometer and becomes the output signal.  

A catalytic-type sensor is insensitive to atmospheric pressure, environment 

temperature and relative humidity RH. The production process is highly reproducible. 

However, sensors of the type have some disadvantage. First, the sensor response is 

low, typically below 5.310-4/ppm at 1% H2. [57] Second, the operation temperature 

is as high as a few hundreds of oC. Third, even though a carefully selected catalyst is 

used, it cannot completely eliminate the interference from some other combustion 

gases, and the signals from them are not differentiable. The size of the device is also 

difficult to be miniaturized. Power consumption is high, typically above 500 mW.   

 

2.4.5 Thermal conductivity-type H2 sensor 

The thermal conductivity of H2 is the largest among all gases. A thermal 

conductivity-type H2 gas detected the change of the thermal conductivity of a gas 

sample. It is particularly sensitive to the presence of H2.  

The advantages of a sensor of this type are similar to those of a Pd-based 

resistivity-type one. The disadvantage is that the sensor response is low, namely  
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2.510-6/ppm at 10% H2 [60]. The signal also exhibites strong dependence on 

surrounding temperature. Furthermore, the response time is around 30–60 s, which 

is not fast enough in many applications like detection of H2 leakage in a vehicle. The 

life time of use is about the shortest among most types of H2 sensors. Miniaturization 

is difficult. Power consumption is also high, e.g. > 500 mW.  
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Table 2.4 A summary of the advantages and disadvantages of popular H2 gas sensors.  

Sensor type Pd-based resistive-

type 

MOx-type Electrochemical-type catalytic combustion-

type 

Thermal conduction-

type 

Working principle  Hydrogenation of a 

Pd-based material 

Surface sorption of 

background oxygen and 

redox reactions 

between surface 

sorbed oxygen species 

and H2 

Dissociation of H2 in an 

electrochemical cell 

and generation of a 

voltage output 

Combustion of a 

flammable gas 

causing temperature 

of the sensor to rise 

Change of thermal 

conductivity due to 

the presence of the 

target gas 

Detected variable  Resistive change of 

the Pd-based material 

Resistive change of the 

MOx material 

Amperometric or 

potentiometric signal 

Rise in temperature of 

the sensor  

The change of 

thermal conductivity 

at the presence of 
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H2 

Advantages Resistant to the 

presence of most 

interferants;  

Insensitive to ambient 

pressure and RH. 

Large sensor response; 

Fast response. 

Insensitive to the 

change of ambient 

pressure, temperature 

and RH;  

Low operation 

temperature;  

No heater and 

temperature controlling 

circuit. 

Insensitive to the 

change of ambient 

pressure, temperature 

and RH; 

Highly reproducible in 

production.  

The same as those 

of a Pd-based 

resistivity-type H2 

sensor.  

 

Disadvantages Low sensor response;  

Long recovery time;  

Affected by ambient  

temperature;  

Poor selectivity;  

Affected by ambient 

pressure and RH;  

High operation 

Low sensor response; 

Poor selectivity;  

Poor reproducibility in 

Low sensor response;  

High operation 

temperature;  

Poor selectivity 

Low sensor 

response; 

Strong dependence 
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High cost.  temperature;  

Poor stability;  

High power 

consumption;   

Not miniaturizable;  

High cost; 

Poor reproducibility.  

production;  

Not miniaturizable;  

High production cost.  

among combustion 

gases;   

Not miniaturizable; 

High power 

consumption;  

High production cost.  

on temperature;  

Long response time; 

Short life time;  

Not miniaturizable;  

High power 

consumption;  

High cost.  
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2.5 Detailed description of the working principle of MOx sensors  

When a MOx sensor interacts with oxygen molecules, oxygen species can be 

adsorbed on the surface due to two major mechanisms. One is referred to as the 

physisorption originating from weak Van der Waals interaction. No net charge is 

transferred in this case and hence no strong chemical bond is formed. The next is 

referred to as chemisorption, where stronger transfer or sharing of electrons occurs, 

leading to the formation of chemical bond, and hence the energy involved in the 

interaction is much larger. In both cases, a depletion layer is formed at the surface 

associated with the drop of electron concentration of conduction electrons near the 

grain surface. A rise of overall electrical resistivity would be detected, first because of 

the rise of resistance at the grain surfaces, and second because of the presence of 

inter-granular potential barriers across the contact region between adjacent grains.  

When a reducing gas enters the detected region, the molecules react with some 

of the surface sorbed oxygen molecules. The product of the reaction is usually volatile 

and readily detach from the surface. The electrons originally trapped by the surface 

sorbed oxygen are released and return to the MOx. The depletion layer becomes 

thinner, and the resistance of the MOx drops as a consequence. The resistance change 

can be correlated to the change of the target gas concentration. We emphasize that 

the reaction is a dynamical process lasting over a period specified by the reaction time, 

and the real-time change of the sensor response and the rate of the change are 

closely related to the details of the physiochemical processes, which include a 

number of complicated processes like diffusion, adsorption and desorption of the 
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species involved (Figure 2.4).   

 

 

Figure 2.4 Gas sensing process realized by a semiconductor-type gas sensor. 

 

The physiochemical reaction is further elucidated using Figure 2.5. Adsorption of 

O2 molecules on the MOx surface involves trapping of conduction electrons and 

formation of negatively charged ions. The reaction is  

𝑂2(𝑔) + ⅇ− → 𝑂2(𝑎𝑑)
− -----------------------------------(2.1) 

At a higher temperature environment or with higher energy external excitation, the 

adsorbed oxygen ions could be further dissociated into atomic species,   

𝑂2(𝑔) + 2ⅇ− → 2𝑂(𝑎𝑑)
− -----------------------------------(2.2) 

When a reducing gas is present, the molecules interact with the surface sorbed 

oxygen ions, such that the electrons are released and return to the sensor. If the 

reducing gas is H2, the reaction is denoted as  

Detected 

gas 

Reactant 

Diffusion 

Sensing material surface 

Ambient flow 

Reaction 

Desorption 

Physisorption & 

Chemisorption 
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gas 
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𝐻2(𝑔) + 𝑂(𝑎𝑑)
− → 𝐻2𝑂(𝑔) + ⅇ−---------------------------(2.3) 

The water molecule is volatile and readily leaves the surface. A conduction electron 

is generated in the process and returns to the oxide. The electron concentration in 

the sensor is increased and the depletion layer of the grains’ surface becomes thinner. 

The electrical conductivity rises as a consequence.  

 

 

Figure 2.5 Illustration describing a redox reaction in a reducing gas or an oxidizing 

gas. 

  

Another mechanism affecting the overall electrical conductivity of the MOx is 

associated with the potential barrier formed at the grain boundaries. When depletion 

layer at the grain boundary is formed, a potential barrier across the grains is 

established. Electrons need to overcome the potential barrier when crossing the two 

grains. This scenario is presented schematically in Figure 2.6.  

The presence of a reducing gas removes some of the adsorbed oxygen. This 
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causes the depletion layer at the grain boundary to become thinner. The height of the 

potential barrier drops.  The electrical conductivity increases as a consequence and 

exhibits a dependence of the concentration of the reducing gas.    

 

 

Figure 2.6 Physical principle of gas sensing effect of a polycrystalline oxide 

semiconductor. 

 

2.6 Recent attempts for improving MOx gas sensors and related phenomena 

Referring to the potential of MOx materials in making commercial gas sensors, 

some recent attempts have been employed for seeking improvement of the gas 

sensing properties of MOx-type gas sensors. The related physical phenomena are also 

described in this section.  
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2.6.1 Use of nanomaterials --- grain size effect  

The first approach is to apply nanomaterials to make sensing elements. This is an 

effective way to increase the area-to-volume ratio for increasing the effective 

interfacial area between the target gas and sensors. If the nanoclusters are so small 

that they are almost completely depleted by surface sorbed oxygen species from the 

background at equilibrium state, the overall resistance of the sensor is the maximum. 

If the depletion layer becomes negligibly thin when the concentration of the detected 

gas (reducing) reaches the upper bound of the target detection range, the dynamic 

range of the resistive response of the sensor is expected to the maximum. This is the 

most ideal operation condition of the sensor for it to provide the greatest range of 

sensor response in a specific application.   

In addition, the gap space inside the nanostructure of the material greatly 

facilitates the migration of gas molecules such that the responding rate should be 

much faster than that of a bulk one.  

This latest move of advancement inspires us to select a highly porous MOx 

material for our study. We therefore selected the highly porous ZnO thin film material 

made by using a very special physical vapor deposition technique, which would be 

further described in Chapter 3.  

 

2.6.2 Use of photo assist with photons of above-bandgap energy  

For increasing the electrons and holes concentrations in an MOx sensor for it to 

give reasonably strong sensor response at a temperature close to the ambient one 

instead of operating the sensor at a high temperature, more co-workers attempt to 
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illuminate a semiconductor MOx of a direct bandgap with light of photon energy 

larger than the bandgap energy. This technique starts to widespread since low-cost 

UV-LEDs become popular and easily available. The base electrical conductivity of the 

substance under light illumination is greatly lowered from that detected in dark. The 

photogenerated electrons and holes would actively participate in the gas sensing 

process and considerably affect the gas sensing performance of the sensor.    

 

2.6.3 Photoconductivity phenomenon  

This section gives a brief review of photoconductivity phenomenon of a direct-

bandgap semiconductor. If the maximum energy of the valance band and the 

minimum one in the conduction band have the same crystal momentum k, as shown 

in Figure 2.7. Transition of an electron across the bandgap only needs to obey the 

condition of conservation of energy  

hv = Ef – Ei, ----------------------------------------(2.4) 

whereas the condition of conservation of the crystal momentum, namely  

ℏki = ℏkf, ------------------------------------------(2.5) 

is readily satisfied without requiring generation or annihilation of a phonon.  
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Figure 2.7 Schematic diagram of electron transition in a direct band gap 

semiconductor. 

 

The relationship between the optical absorption coefficient, , of a direct 

bandgap semiconductor against incident photon energy can be described by using 

the formula   

 = constant (hv - Eg)1/2 ----------------------------------(2.6) 

It shows a linear dependence of the square of  on photon energy hv in the above-

bandgap region. A cutoff occurs at the point of a photon energy equal to the direct 

bandgap Eg.  

The wavelength dependence of  can be determined experimentally by 

measuring the transmittance of light through a specimen of a thickness t. 

Transmittance is defined as I/Io, with I and Io being the intensity of incident and 
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transmitting light, which are related as  

𝐼 = 𝐼0ⅇ−𝛼𝑡------------------------------------------(2.7) 

Rearranging the equation,  is obtained as  

𝛼 =
1

𝑡
𝑙𝑛(

𝐼0

𝐼
) ----------------------------------------(2.8) 

Another formula applicable to disordered semiconductor is the Tauc plot [28], which 

states that (αhν)1/2 varies linearly with hν. The linear part of the plot can be 

extrapolated to determine the intercept at the hv-axis (Figure 2.8), which is shown to 

be a good estimate of the bandgap energy Eg of the semiconductor.  

 

 

Figure 2.8a Tauc plot of (hv)1/2 against hv. The extrapolation of the linear part of the 

curve cut the hv-axis at a point which is good estimate of the bandgap energy Eg of 

a disordered semiconductor.  

 

(αhν)1/r 

hν 

Eg 
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 Upon generation of electron-hole pairs by UV illumination, the electrical 

conductivity of the semiconductor is changed to  

𝜎 = ⅇ(𝑛 + 𝑛)𝜇𝑒 + ⅇ(𝑝 + 𝑝) 𝜇ℎ-------------------------(2.9) 

where e is the electron charge; n and p are the electron and hole concentrations in 

dark; n and p are the increments of the electron and hole concentrations 

generated by the light; µe and µh are their drift mobilities. Photoconductivity is 

defined as the increase of electrical conductivity 

photo = e(n + n) µe + e(p + p)µh – enµe + epµh 

= en µe + ep µh-----------------------------------------------(2.10) 

Photo-induced conduction lowers the resistance of the semiconductor. The 

resistance is therefore more easily measured. Furthermore, as illustrated in Figure 2.9, 

the photo generated carriers interact actively with the surface sorbed oxygen species. 

For example, photo-induced holes can diffuse through path 1 to approach the MOx 

surface, where they recombine with the trapped electrons to result in detachment of 

surface sorbed oxygen species. Photo-induced electrons can migrate through path 2 

or 3 to reach the MOx surface, where they are trapped by oxygen molecules. At the 

same time, oxygen species are adsorbed on the surface. These processes conduct 

with a low threshold energy compared to that required in dark. As a consequence, 

the surface sorption-desorption of oxygen molecules proceeds with a much faster 

frequency, and a new equilibrium is reached. This scenario facilitates the reducing 

target gas to alter the equilibrium state to result in a stronger sensor response and a 

faster response rate for using the resistive change as the gas sensing signal.  
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Figure 2.9 The influence of photo generated electron-hole pairs on adsorption-

detachment of oxygen. 

  

2.7 Defect induced persistent photoconductivity phenomenon  

The surface of a porous material is in general different from a well crystallized 

one for having a considerable among of defects and trap states. Charge carriers can 

be trapped by the released from the surface trap states, and contribute to electrical 

transport and increase the electrical conductivity.  

When the material thin, the influence of surface transport process is more 

significant. The density and properties of the surface trap states would have more 

significant influence on the gas sensing properties. The way that they affect the 

sensing response is to allow more trapped charge carriers to transport via the surface 

trap states. This mechanism could prolong the time for the photocurrent to reach 

equilibrium. The recovery time of the material resistance after turning off the 
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excitation light source to the dark level is also very long due to the much longer 

lifetime of the trapped charge carriers. The relationship between these phenomena 

and the gas sensing process of an MOx are little investigated so far. More detailed 

studies are needed for giving a better explanation of the real-time dependence of the 

light assist electrical gas sensing response of a nanostructured MOx semiconductor 

material which is believed intrinsically to have quite a large amount of surface defects.  
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 Experimental methods 

3.1 Fabrication of highly porous nanoclustered ZnO films 

3.1.1 Supersonic Cluster Beam Deposition (SCBD) 

 Supersonic cluster beam deposition (SCBD) is basically a physical vapor 

deposition (PVD) method. It is different from many other PVD techniques for relying 

on a very specific process. The material produced from this process is found to be in 

the form of an assemble of nanoclusters. It is very porous and rough. According to the 

review presented in the previous chapters, these features appear to be ideal for the 

material to show good gas sensing properties.  

Our SCBD system consist of three main parts, namely a discharge chamber, an 

expansion chamber and a deposition chamber.  

An SCBD process (Figure 3.1) starts from generating micro-plasmas on a 2-mm 

Zn rod target by means of a Pulsed Microplasma Cluster Source (PMCS) unit. The 

process is conducted in the discharged chamber maintained at a reduced pressure by 

means of a differential pumping system. Gas pulses composed of 1% O2 balanced in 

the rest of argon (Ar) are jetted on the target surface at a frequency of 4 Hz. 

Meanwhile, electrical pulses of negative peak voltage in the range of 800 – 1000 V 

with are applied to the target with the same frequency as that of the gas pulses. The 

width of the electric pulses is 70 s. The electric pulses are made to have a 650-μs 

delay relative to the gas pulses. During the process, the rod target is being rotated to 

ensure the micro-plasmas can be generated evenly on its surface. Zn atoms are 

ablated from the metal target. Some of these atoms re-condense to form nano-sized 
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clusters.  

The nanoclusters are carried to move by the gas. At the region close to an exit, 

the gas and the nanoclusters are extracted to leave the chamber and enter the 

expansion chamber. The expansion chamber is pumped down to rough vacuum at a 

pressure of around 300 mTorr by means of a booster pump backed with a mechanical 

pump of a large pumping rate. The carrier gas experiences a notable pressure drop 

and goes through an expansion. It is then re-contracted to converge towards the axis 

of a set of aerodynamic lenses. A narrow streamline is formed. The nanoclusters are 

carried to move forward in the same direction. They are further entrained to become 

a fine beam of nanoclusters. The aerodynamic lenses also have a function of filtering 

out the nanoclusters of similar masses and hence their sizes are controlled to fall into 

a narrow range.   

The nanoclusters finally leave the expansion chamber and enter a deposition 

chamber. This chamber is pumped down with a turbomolecular pump to reach a base 

pressure of 2x10-6 Torr. The nanoclusters are deposited on a (100) single crystal silicon 

wafer or Corning 7059 glass substrate. The substrate is cut to have a dimension of 

10mm x 5mm x 1mm. The nanoclusters move with a very low kinetic energy, which is 

far below the thermal energy, such that the shape of the nanoclusters is retained after 

reaching the substrate. The substrate is at ambient temperature, so that no significant 

diffusion of atoms is incurred. As a consequence, the deposits are found to 

constructed of nanoclusters with the shape as they land. The film sample thus has a 

specific highly porous structure with a very rough surface. The effective surface area 

of the film is considered to be very large and serves to be the gas-solid interface for 
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the gas sensing reaction to occur.   

  

 

 

Figure 3.1 Schematic diagram of the configuration of a Supersonic Cluster Beam 

Deposition (SCBD) system.  

  

The average size of nanoclusters is considered to be one of the most important 

parameters affecting the gas sensing properties, and hence is particularly concerned 

in this project. The nanocluster size produced in SCBD process varies with the settings 

of processing parameters. The formation of the nanoclusters in SCBD is based on the 

bombardments of Ar ions in the microplasma pulses on the cathode target. The 

energy and momentum transfer of the Ar ions bombarding on the target is expected 

to affect the size of the nanoclusters. Its dependence on the setting of the power used 

in maintaining the microplasma was investigated.  

 Figure 3.2 illustrates the physical process of ion bombards on the target surface. 
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When a particle bombards on the target surface, based on the principle of 

conservation of energy, the total energy and momentum in the process remain 

unchanged. The average kinetic energy gained by argon ions, EAr, is the sum of 

kinetic energy of the gas and electrical potential energy due to the attraction by the 

cathode: 

∆E𝐴𝑟 =
3𝑃𝑉

2𝑛
+ qV𝐸--------------------------------------(3.1) 

where P, V and n are pressure, volume and number concentration of particles in space. 

This formula predicts that the average kinetic energy of sputtered nanoclusters would 

decrease if the pressure and voltage drop. Hence, pressure P is required to keep at a 

high level to ensure that the nanoclusters are fast enough to realize the supersonic 

expansion process. The allowed variable range of P is narrow. Only the applied voltage 

VE can be used to adjust the size of nanoclusters. Figure 3.3 shows the AFM images of 

as-deposited Zn nanoclusters produced with applied peak voltage of -800 V. The 

average size of nanoclusters achieved is found to be 76 nm.  
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Figure 3.2 Bombardment of the target by accelerated Ar ions 

 

Figure 3.3 AFM image of nanocluster SCBD Zn film prepared at a discharge voltage 

of -800V. 
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3.1.2 Post annealing 

 Since SCBD is a low energy and low temperature deposition process, the 

nanoclusters are loosely connected. Their contact points mainly involve weak van der 

Waals force. The crystallization of individual clusters are poor. Post-annealing of 

metal-oxide films is thereby necessary to improve the crystallinity of the nanoclusters 

and the junctions. This may help to improve the robustness of the film structure and 

may also help to improve the gas sensing properties of the film. In this study, the 

photo-assisted gas sensing response is most concerned. Only a semiconductor oxide 

with some degree of crystallization can exhibit notable photoconduction effect.  

The typical configuration of the facility used for post-annealing the metal films is 

shown in Figure 3.4. The sample was placed in a tube furnace which is O-ring sealed 

on both sides. A continuous flow of 200 sccm O2 gas was admitted into the tube 

through an inlet. The flow rate was controlled using a mass flow controller. The 

pressure in the quartz tube was maintained at atmospheric pressure. Annealing 

temperatures of 450, 500, 550 and 600°C were used in the tests. The duration of the 

process was set at 30 min. The optimum post-oxidation temperature was identified 

to be the one leading to the best gas sensing properties.  
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Figure 3.4 Schematic diagram of the configuration of the furnace used for post- 

annealing process. 

 

 
3.1.3 Substrate material selection and cleaning procedure 

 Different substrate materials were selected for carrying out different 

characterization experiments and measurements. Three substrate materials can be 

used in our study, i.e. fused quartz, Corning 7059 glass and n-type doped (100) single 

crystal silicon wafer.  

 Insulating substrates like Corning 7059 glass slice or fused quartz plate were used 

for optical transmission measurements and electrical conductivity measurements. 

Semiconducting substrates like Si were more suitable to be used for scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM) analysis, X-ray diffraction (XRD) and Raman scattering experiments 

to prevent the interference caused by charge-up effect and background noise.  

 Before each run of deposition, substrates were cleaned according to the 

following procedures: 

1. Ultrasonic cleaning in acetone for 15 min. 
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2. Ultrasonic cleaning in ethanol for 15 min. 

3. Blow the substrate surface with pressurized dry Ar flow.   

 

3.2 Structure and composition analyses 

3.2.1 Raman spectroscopy 

 A micro Raman spectrometer (HORIBA Jobin Yvon HR800) was used to carry out 

Raman scattering experiments. It is equipped with a 50mW 488-nm diode laser. A 

neutral density filter of 0.6 optical density (OD) was selected for all of the tests. The 

detected range of Raman shift was set to be 75 - 700 cm-1. A 1800 lines/mm grating 

was used. The system was calibrated before the start of each test by referring to the 

well-known characteristic Raman peak of single crystal silicon at 520.2 cm-1.  

 

3.2.2 X-ray diffractometry (XRD) 

 We used a 9-kW (45 kV, 200 mA) rotating target X-ray diffractometer (Rigaku 

SmartLab) for XRD analyses. The system is equipped with a Cu Kα1 radiation source, a 

parallel optics configuration. The diffracted x-ray path passed through a 0.5° parallel 

slit analyzer (PSA) and is detected by a NaI scintillation counter. Both theta-2 theta (θ-

2θ) scan with 2θ from 10° to 65° and glancing-angle scan were employed. The speed 

of scan was set at 2°/min, with a step size of 0.02°. Prior optical alignment were doen 

before the start for each experiment.  

 

3.2.3 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and Transmission electron microscopy 
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(TEM) analyses  

 Scanning electron microscope (JEOL JSM-6490) was used to examine the surface 

morphology of the film samples. The image gives the information related to the 

roughness of the film surface. Transmission electron microscopy (FEI, Tecnai G2F20) 

was used to investigate the granular structure of the film samples. It also provides a 

means for estimating the size of the nanoclusters. 

 

3.3 O2 gas sensing properties measurements  

3.3.1 General description of the system 

 Photo and gas sensing response were measured using a home-made system [69] 

as shown in Figure 3.5. It is composed of two parts. The first one is for supplying gas 

flow and gas mixing. The second one is the electronic part for control and automatic 

collection of data. 

 The flow rate of the sample gas was controlled using a MKS mass flow controller 

(MFC) system. The pipelines of individual gases, including the carrier gas and detected 

gas (oxygen and hydrogen), are connected to a mixing chamber and have their own 

inlets. The gas flow can also direct to pass through a water chamber for altering the 

relative humidity of the gas. The sample gas flow is made to end up at a measurement 

chamber in which the sensor is located for detection. The gas flow was turned on or 

off using electromagnetic valves (purchased from SMC, denoted as V in Figure 3.5) 

and pneumatic valves (purchased from Swagelog). The system is designed to have 

specific ports for the use of pumping, venting and rapid purging. It is also equipped 

with barometers and hygrometers in some of the chambers to monitor the pressure 
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and relative humidity of the sample gas. In the measurement chamber, there are a 

sample holder equipped with a resistive heater, thermocouple for measuring the 

temperature of the sample, an LED light source for generating UV light to illuminate 

the sample and relative humidity sensor. Electrical conductivity of the sample is 

measured at different environmental condition. The electrical signals are passed to 

the electronic data acquisition system and automatically recorded with a computer.  
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Figure 3.5 Schematic diagram showing the system used for measuring the gas sensing properties of our samples [69].
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The control system is also designed to operate the valves, mass flow controllers, 

pressure sensors, relative humidity sensors, sample stage heater, LED and a Keithley 

6517A electrometer. The central part of the control system is a computer equipped 

with standard interfacing devices to receive the signals from the sensors and transmit 

the commands to activate the above components. National Instruments Universal 

Serial Bus (USB) multifunctional data acquisition (DAQ) devices and General Purpose 

Interface Bus (GPIB) are selected to be the interfacing components. A LabVIEW 

program was edited for realizing the flow of all the above signals.   

 

3.3.2 Two operation modes for gas sensing measurements 

Two modes of measurements were employed for testing the gas sensing 

properties of the samples. They are referred to as the continuous-flow mode and gas-

exchanging mode. Both of them can be conducted by using the same system.  

In the continuous-flow mode, the carrier gas and the target gas are admitted into 

the measurement chamber with the flow rates in a ratio consistent with the target 

compositions in the mixture. The gas mixture flows steadily over the sample 

throughout the process of the test, and is released to the atmosphere through an exit. 

No pumping facility is used. The sample is basically at the atmospheric pressure 

condition. The target gas concentration can be varied from 0.1 % in a carrier gas to 

100% by merely using two mass flow controllers. If even lower target gas 

concentration is needed, we can use a gas cylinder in which the detected has been 

pre-diluted to a rather low concentration. The final target gas concentration can be 
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lowered to reach ppb level. 

In the gas-exchange mode, the measurement chamber was pumped down to 

vacuum first. At this stage, the valve between the measurement chamber and mixing 

chamber is closed. On the other hand, the balance gas and target gas are released 

into the mixing chamber one by one. The number of moles of each gas component is 

determined by respective settings of the flow rate and duration of the flow, such that 

the two gases are mixed with an expected molar ratio to form a sample gas. The molar 

ratio of the gas components is cross checked according to the partial pressures of the 

components measured in the mixing process by making use of a set of pressure 

gauges connected to the mixing chamber. Upon completion of the mixing process, 

the mixing chamber is slightly higher than one atmospheric pressure. The excess of 

pressure is adjusted to a level such that in the next step when the mixing chamber 

and measurement chamber are connected together, the ultimate pressure can finally 

be balanced at one atmospheric pressure. The next is to close the vacuum valve of 

the measurement chamber to cease pumping. The valve between the measurement 

chamber and mixing chamber is then opened. The gas in the measurement chamber 

is released to enter the measurement chamber. The total pressure in the enclosed 

volume drops to one atmospheric pressure at the end. The sensor starts to react with 

the target gas and generates a signal for gas detection. New testing cycle commences 

and measurements are repeated with the same or a new target gas concentration. 

Compared to the continuous-flow mode, the main advantage of the gas-exchange 

mode is the low consumption of the reactant gas. This advantage is particularly 

spectacular if some of the gas components used in the measurements are expensive. 
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It also helps to reduce the gas consumption when doing a prolong gas sensing 

experiment, like the one for examining the stability of the output signal over a long 

period time, or the one for checking the cyclic repeatability of the output of a sensor.  

Another important advantage of this mode is that the gaseous environment in 

the measurement chamber can be switched from one to the other very quickly with 

the aid of the pumping system. The reaction between the detected gas and the 

sensing material can thus be switched on and off without relying on the diffusion of 

the gas. The changing rate of the signal can thus reflect better the real response time 

and recovery time of the gas sensor.   

 

3.3.3 The gas sensor performance indexes to be examined  

 Sensor response is the basic performance index of a gas sensor. In this study, it 

is defined as the fractional change of the electrical conductivity, , observed during 

the test. we use the expression  

S  |b - gas| / b, --------------------------------------(3.2) 

for describing the sensor response. b is the value of  measured at the background, 

namely air of 20.9 % of O2. gas is the value of  measured at lower oxygen 

concentration. It is constantly larger than b. Hence, the definition ensures that S 

increases all the way with the drop of oxygen content, and eventually approaches to 

trend of gas/b.  

The time dependence of the galvanometric response or the derived sensor 

response S was recorded after the sensor starts to react with the target gas. The 

response time Tres was derived from the shape of the curve. By definition, it is the 
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time required for the sensor to go through 80% of the total resistance change. It is 

not uncommon that equilibrium has not been reached within the time of the test. In 

such a case, curve fitting is applied to get an estimate of Tres. Furthermore, the 

saturated S is assumed to be the asymptotic limit of the fitting.  

Similarly, the time dependence of S after removal of the detected gas is also 

recorded to calculate the recovery time Trec. It is defined as the time requires for the 

sensor to recover 80% of the total resistance change. In particular, Trec is always larger 

than Tres. Curve fitting technique is applied in the analysis to derive Trec.  

The stability and repeatability of the output of the sensor samples for O2 

detection were examined. Cyclic tests were most frequently used, in which the 

response curves detected in successive cycles are compared to check the consistency. 

The test requires a long running time with the aid of the automatic control and data 

acquisition system.  

 Resistance of the sensor against the interference of moisture was investigated. 

This is a well-known challenging problem in the field for a long time, and is considered 

to be one of the bottle neck problems of the development. We are only not concerned 

on how the sensor is affected by the presence of water vapor, but we also examined 

how the sensor can be protected by a super hydrophobic coating added on its surface.    

 We also investigated how photo assist affects the gas sensing properties of the 

sensor samples. In particular, we attempted to confirm whether the use of above-

bandgap light illumination on the sensor can make it to work effectively at a lower 

temperature around the ambient one. In practice, the UV LED was used as the light 

source.  
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All the above performance indexes are functions of O2 concentrations. The most 

important one is the O2 concentration dependence of sensor response. It directly 

reflects how sensitive the sensor is against the change of the target gas concentration. 

The detection range of the sensors is also examined.  

 

3.4 Dissolved oxygen sensing properties measurements 

3.4.1 General description of the system 

For examining the ability of our sensors to detect dissolved oxygen in water, we 

built up a system as shown in Figure 3.6 for the tests. It consists of a measurement 

chamber, an air intake pipe, an air outlet pipe, a polarographic dissolved oxygen 

sensors and a commercial immersion-type dissolved oxygen sensor. Distilled water 

was poured into the measurement chamber used as the electrolyte. Pure water was 

used to prevent the presence of any impurities to affect the result.  

The procedures of the test are as follows. The first step is to open valves of the 

air inlet and outlet pipes. Pure O2 gas is forced to pass through the air inlet pipe and 

bubbled through the distilled water. Step 2 is to wait for more than 20 minutes for the 

O2 to be dissolved in the water for dissolved oxygen content to reach the saturation 

level. Step 3 is to close the valves of the air inlet pipe and air outlet pipe. This step 

takes 2 hours to ensure complete dissolution of oxygen. The polarographic dissolved 

oxygen sensors indicated that the composition of dissolved oxygen level in the water 

has reached 100%.  
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3.4.2 Adjustment of dissolved oxygen content in water 

Further, the dissolved oxygen content can be adjusted broadly with simply 

procedures as follows. This function of the system is necessary for measuring the 

sensor response as a function of dissolved oxygen concentration. By bubbling pure N2 

gas though the water, the N2 gas can carry some of the dissolved oxygen away from 

it. The amount of oxygen removed from the water is determined by the time for 

maintaining the flow. With this procedure, the content of dissolved oxygen can be 

reduced step-wise from the saturated level to approach 0, and directly read out with 

the Polarographic Dissolved Oxygen Sensors. The response of the sensor sample 

immersed in the water is recorded and analyzed. Note that more than 30 minutes 

should be waited every time after the dissolved oxygen level is changed.  

 

 

Figure 3.6 Structure of the measurement chamber used for investigating the 

dissolved oxygen sensing properties of the samples. 
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3.5 Measurements of O2 gas and dissolved oxygen sensing properties 

The Galvanometric response for O2 gas of the sensor samples was measured 

using the system described in Section 3.3, and that for dissolved oxygen in water was 

measured using the system described in Section 4.4. More details are presented in 

the following.  

For O2 gas sensing measurements, the sample was placed in a stainless-steel 

measurement chamber at room temperature. A potential of 15 V was applied across 

two electrodes made on the sample surface. The electrodes were separated by a 

distance of  3 mm. A 365-nm and 40-mW ultraviolet (UV) LED was located on the 

uncoated side of the transparent Corning 7059 glass substrate. Above-bandgap light 

from the UV LED passed through the uncoated-side of the glass substrate to enter 

the film from the film-substrate interface. Photocurrent was generated in the 

nanostructured ZnO material, and extinguished when the light source was turned off. 

The real-time dynamic change of the photocurrent was recorded using the Keithley 

6517A electrometer. The study went through the following stages.   

(i) SCBD ZnO film samples post-oxidized at different temperatures of 450, 500, 

550 and 600°C were prepared. Their room-temperature dark electrical 

conductivity was measured in vacuum and in dry O2-N2 mixture with the O2 

concentration varying from 0 to 18%. One expects that the response of the 

samples at this temperature without UV assist (dark condition) is very weak.   

(ii) Room-temperature electrical conductivity of the film samples post-oxidized at 

above temperatures under UV assist was measured in vacuum and dry air. One 
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expects that a prominent photocurrent can be detected. It can be treated as 

the response to O2 available at room temperature.  

(iii) The film sample exhibiting the best gas sensing properties would then be used 

in the following parts of the study. The corresponding post-oxidation 

temperature was selected for preparing other new samples. It was eventually 

identified to be 500oC. The study on these samples will be extended to the 

measurements involving the variation of O2 gas concentration over a broad 

range from 0 to 18% at room-temperature. During measurement, the sample 

was first settled in dark until the dark current is stabilized. We then turned on 

the UV light and maintained the illumination on the sample for a 

predetermined period, and then turned it off. The real-time dynamic change of 

the photocurrent was recorded in the course.  

(iv) In this stage, a superhydrophobic polymer coating was fabricated on the 

surface of the selected film sample. This coating material is assumed to allow 

some oxygen molecules to pass through, denoted as being oxygen-permeable. 

It was fabricated using a commercial spraying cylinder, named NeverWet 

supplied by Rust-Oleum Corp. The product comes with two compressed spray 

bottles. One of them was first used to spray a polypropylene coating on the 

oxide film. The second one was then used to add a layer of organic solvent 

(containing acetone, silicones and siloxanes) on top. With the above 

experimental arrangement, the real-time dynamic change of the photocurrent 

of the film as a function of O2 gas concentration varying from 0 – 18% in dry O2-

N2 mixture was detected.   
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(v) In this stage, the O2 gas sensing properties of film sensors were measured in 

humid gas environment. O2-N2 gas mixture was bubbled through a tank 

containing water. The sample gas became very humid. It was then admitted 

into the measurement chamber. The humidity in the measurement chamber 

was determined to be 95%. The actual value could be even higher as the 

accuracy of humidity measurement was limited by the quality of the humidity 

sensor that we selected. The real-time dynamic change of the photocurrent in 

the polymer-coated SCBD ZnO film was detected again. The O2 concentration 

was scanned over a range of 0 – 18%.     

(vi) For studying the dissolved oxygen sensing properties of our film samples, we 

designed and fabricated an immersion oxygen sensor prototype with a 

structure as presented in Figure 3.7. We selected the film material post-oxidized 

as the optimum temperature. A plastic bottle was used as the body of the 

sensor structure. It was made to have a hole at the bottom. The uncoated side 

of the Corning glass substrate was arranged to face to the hole, with the 

peripheral hermitically sealed with epoxy. Water was prevented from entering 

inside the bottle when it was immersed in water for performing measurements. 

UV light generated by a UV LED located inside the bottle first reached the 

uncoated side of the glass substrate, and then passed through it to shine on 

the film-substrate interface. The light continued to propagate into the oxide 

film. The ZnO film was directly in contact with water for reacting with the 

oxygen molecules. Fine copper wire feedthroughs were used to complete the 

electric circuit. The wires were also protected with epoxy coating. To perform 
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a measurement, the whole sensor was immersed into water. The oxygen 

content in water was varied according to the procedures described in Section 

3.4.2. We also applied the method of settling the sample in dark for a long time 

until the dark current was stabilized. The UV light was then turned on to excite 

photocurrent. The real-time dynamic change of the photocurrent over a 

predetermined period, and that after turning off the UV light were recorded 

for analysis.   

 

 

Figure 3.7 The structure of the immersion dissolved oxygen sensor prototype made 

of a 500°C post-oxidized SCBD ZnO film. 
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3.6 H2 gas sensing properties measurements  

The H2 gas sensing properties of the film samples were measured using the 

system described in Section 3.3. The measurements were done at two temperatures, 

namely 20oC and 80oC, with and without UV light illumination, respectively. The 

conditions were as follows. A potential of 15 V was applied across two electrodes 

made on the sample surface. The electrodes were separated by a distance of 3 mm. 

A UV LED specified at giving light emission of 365 nm with a power rate of 40 mW 

was used as the light source. The real-time dynamic change of the resistance was 

recorded using a Keithley 6517A electrometer. The study was designed to have the 

following stages.  

(i) SCBD ZnO film samples post-oxidized at different temperatures from 450 to 

600°C were prepared. Their sensor response was measured at 20oC and 80oC 

and at a specific H2 concentration of 2% in air. The purpose was to find out the 

condition of post-oxidization with which the H2 gas sensing properties of the 

film sample can be optimized. The best post-oxidizing temperature was 

identified to be 500oC, which was the same as that determined for O2 sensing.  

(ii) The film samples post oxidized at 500oC were used for performing more other 

tests. The measurement temperature was set to be 20 and 80oC, respectively. 

The sensor response was recorded with H2 concentration varying from 0.1% to 

2% in air.  

(iii) The influence of relative humidity in the sample gas on the sensor response was 

investigated. For this purpose, the sample gas containing 2% H2 in air was 

bubbled through a tank filled with water before being admitted into the 
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measurement chamber. The humidity was set at 0, 50 and 90% in the 

measurements. The difference of the results were compared and analyzed.  

(iv) The influence of UV assist on the sensor response at 2 % H2 in air was 

investigated. Measurements were done with or without UV illumination, and 

at 20 and 80oC, respectively. Resulted obtained at these conditions were 

compared.  

(v) Cyclic stability of the sensor response of the film sensor at 80◦C were assessed 

by carrying out repeated measurement cycles using 2% H2 in air. Measurements 

with and without UV illumination were done for comparison.   
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 Results and Discussions for Oxygen Gas and 

Dissolved Oxygen Detection 

 This chapter describes the results of using SBCD ZnO film samples for oxygen 

detection. The change of electrical conductivity under light illumination was used as 

the signal of detection. The film samples without a water-proof polymer coating were 

used in dry air. The film samples with a water-proof polymer coating were used in dry 

air, humid air and water. The last case was applied for detecting the content of 

dissolved oxygen in water.  

 

4.1 Structural characterization of SCBD ZnO films 

4.1.1 SEM images and estimation of porosity 

 Figure 4.1 (a) shows the SEM image of an as-deposited SCBD ZnO film sample. It 

shows that the film surface is very rough. After post-oxidized at 500oC for 30 min, the 

film surface remains very rough as shown in Figure 4.1 (b). No appearance difference 

is discerned from the pictures. However, statistical analysis of the atomic force 

microscopy data shows that the roughness of the film drops slightly from 15.0 nm of 

the as-deposited state to 13.6 nm after post-oxidization.    

To give a quantitative estimate of the film’s porosity, we first measured the mass 

of the as-deposited film, mZn, with a quartz monitor installed in the deposition 

chamber. The film obtained at this stage is a porous metal Zn film. mZn is related to 

the mass thickness, tm-Zn, namely the thickness of a dense metal Zn film formed by 

the deposited atoms as  
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mZn = dZn  (tm-Zn  A) --------------------------------------(4.1) 

In this formula, dZn is the density of metal zinc and A is the substrate surface area. 

From the measured result of mZn, the value of tm-Zn was determined to be 21.2 nm. 

On the other hand, the actual film thickness, tZn, measured using a surface profile was 

found to be 126 nm, which is considerably large. The porosity of the as-deposited 

metal film is thereby estimated to be as high as 83%.   

 The next is to consider the ZnO film obtained after post-oxidization. The mass of 

the fully oxidized film becomes 

mZnO = mZn  
WZn+WO

WZn
 = dZn  (tm-Zn  A)  

WZn+WO

WZn
 ---------------------(4.2) 

where WZn and WO are the atomic mass of Zn and O atoms, respectively. The mass 

thickness of the ZnO film, tm-ZnO, satisfies the relation 

tm-ZnO  A = 
dZn

dZnO
 (tm-Zn  A)  

WZn+WO

WZn
 ----------------------------(4.3) 

or   tm-ZnO = 
dZn

dZnO
  tm-Zn  

WZn+WO

WZn
 ----------------------------------(4.4) 

By putting dzn = 7.14 g cm-3, dZnO = 5.605 g cm-3, tm-Zn = 21.2 nm, WZn = 65.38 and WO 

= 16, the value of tm-ZnO is estimated to be 33.6 nm. Compared with the actual SCBD 

ZnO film thickness tZnO = 85 nm measured with a surface profiler, the porosity of the 

film is estimated to be 60%.  

 The high porosity of the SCBD ZnO is an important structural characteristic of an 

assemble of ZnO nanoclusters. It is further expected to give a large effective gas-solid 

reaction interface. This result confirms that the SCBD technique is good choice for 

the present study aiming at finding a material exhibiting good gas sensing effect 

[70,71].  
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Figure 4.1 SEM images of (a) an as-deposited SCBD Zn metal film and (b) the same 

film after post-oxidized at 500oC for 30 min. The surface roughness is 15.0 nm and 

13.6 nm for the two cases. 
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4.1.2 XRD diffraction and crystallization  

 Figure 4.2 summarizes the XRD spectra of the as-deposited ZnO film and the 

same film post-oxidized at different Ts ranging from 450°C to 600 °C. The 2 scanning 

mode was adopted in the experiments.  

First, the XRD spectrum of the as-deposited film does not contain any diffraction 

peaks associated with the characteristic peaks of both metal Zn and ZnO. Hence, the 

as-deposited material should be in amorphous state. It is known that the material is 

mainly metal Zn in nanocluster shape, this observation suggests that the Zn clusters 

are not crystallized.  

On the other hand, the spectra of all samples post-oxidized at temperatures at 

or above 450oC show peaks. They match quite well with the peak positions of the 

(100), (002) (101), (110), (103), (200) and (112) planes of crystalline ZnO, suggesting 

that ZnO phase is formed. The intensity increases most significantly in the 

temperature range from 450 to 550oC, and then further increases mildly at higher 

temperatures, showing the grains are formed and grow mainly in this temperature 

range. The connection between adjacent nanoclusters is thereby enhanced. The drift 

mobility of the charge carriers increases such that they can transport more readily in 

the solid. The overall electrical conductivity is increased as a consequence.  

It is noted that a small peak appears at 2  52o. It does not match with any 

characteristic peak of Zn and ZnO. To identity its origin, an XRD experiment was done 

on a bare Si(100) substrate using the same glancing angle. We found that when the 

orientation of the Si substrate about the axis normal to sample stage, specified with 

angle , was set to fall into a specific range with a width of 1.5o, a small peak would 
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appear at that position in the spectrum. It diminishes when  is set to leave this range. 

According to the powder diffraction data, we suggest that the peak should originate 

from the (321) and (311) planes of Si or unknown defects. It is neither related to the 

lattice structure of Zn nor that of ZnO.  
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Figure 4.2 XRD spectra of the as-deposited SCBD ZnO film and the film after post-

oxidized at 450, 500, 550 and 600°C. 
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4.1.3 Raman scattering analysis 

  

Figure 4.3 shows the Raman spectra of fused quartz, as-deposited SCBD ZnO film and 

the film after post-oxidized at 450, 500, 550 and 600°C. The spectrum of fused quartz 

is the reference. The ZnO film at both as-deposited condition and after post-oxidized 

at the above temperatures does not show any Raman peak like fused quartz. For this 

result, we do not use the Raman spectra of the SCBD ZnO film in the structural analysis.  

 

Figure 4.3 Raman spectra of quartz, as-deposited SCBD ZnO film and the film after 

post-oxidized at 450, 500, 550 and 600°C. 
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4.1.4 Cross section structure of TEM 

 The cross section TEM image of the 500oC post-oxidized ns-ZnO film as shown in 

Figure 4.4a confirms that the film is composed of loosely connected nanoclusters with 

diameter in the range of 10-15 nm. Nano sized pores and voids are clearly seen in the 

intra-cluster regions. High resolution TEM image (Figure 4.4b) further reveals the 

single-crystal structure of the annealed clusters. The lattice spacing is determined to 

be 0.258 nm, which is consistent with the d-spacing of (0002) lattice planes of 

hexagonal ZnO and agrees well with the XRD result. Now, we assert that the annealed 

ns-ZnO film is highly porous and composed loosely connected 13-nm grains. Such a 

structure is expected to show fast and strong resistive response to gas due to fast 

diffusion of gas into the film and large surface-to-volume ratio of tiny nanoclusters. 
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Figure 4.4 Cross sectional TEM images of 500oC annealed SCBD ZnO film. 
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4.2 Selection of optimum post-oxidizing condition for making O2 sensors 

4.2.1 Dark electrical conductivity of SCBD ZnO films post-oxidized at different 

temperatures 

  Before systematic study of the oxygen sensing properties of SCBD ZnO films, we 

need to determine the optimum post-oxidation temperature for achieving suitable 

sample for the tests. The selected condition is the one for producing films of largest 

and repeatable resistive response to oxygen. It would then be used for making more 

samples for the study of gas sensing. For comparing the gas sensing property of the 

films, we referred to their real-time dependence of dark and UV-assisted electrical 

conductivity measured at room-temperature.  

  Figure 4.5 shows that the room-temperature dark electrical conductivity of SCBD 

ZnO films post-oxidized at temperatures varied in the range from 450°C to 600°C. 

Results show that the film resistance does not change when the gaseous environment 

is switched between vacuum and one atmospheric pressure of O2-N2 admixture with 

the O2 content varied in the range of 0 to 18%.    

  All the detected values of electrical conductivity are high enough and readily 

measured with an electrometer. Their null response to oxygen is attributed to the 

strong surface sorption of oxygen species, it could be due to the deep traps which 

compensate the free carrier in the conduction. Their concentration is rather stable 

and does not change with the variation of the surrounding oxygen concentration. The 

charge carrier concentration in the solid is fixed. Though the drift mobility may have 

a little change with the gas concentration, the dark electrical conductivity is stabilized 

and does not change with the O2 content.   
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Figure 4.5 Room-temperature dark electrical conductivity of SCBD ZnO films 

post-oxidized at 450°C to 600°C in 0-18% O2-N2 and vacuum.  
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4.2.2 UV-assisted electrical conductivity of SCBD films post-oxidized at different 

temperatures  

The next step is to investigate real-time dependence of the room-temperature 

photo assisted electrical conductivity, photo, of the film samples in vacuum. The films 

post-oxidized at 450, 500, 550 and 600°C were measured.  

Results are shown in Figure 4.6. One immediately sees that the curves exhibit 

some common features. Each of the curve rises immediately after UV light is turned 

on and, keeps rising as if trying to approach some asymptotic value. When the UV 

light is turned off, the curve starts to drop and tends to return to the dark electrical 

conductivity. From these features, one can derive a set of parameters by curve fitting. 

They include the asymptotic value of photo assisted electrical conductivity; response 

time and decay time. These parameters are useable to specify the photo assisted 

electrical conductivity of the films.  

Importantly, post-oxidation temperature is found to affect the photo-assisted 

electrical conductivity significantly. For example, the photo-assisted electrical 

conductivity of the film post-oxidized 450°C (lowest value used) increased by more 

than 105 times compared to the level in dark at the end of the measurement. It still 

keeps rising just before turning off the light at a time 1400 min after commencement 

of the measurements. Equilibrium has not been reached at this moment. 

Immediately after turning off the light, the electrical conductivity starts to drop and 

experiences a long-lasting decaying process. In fact, the current cannot return to the 

original value measured in dark even at a time more than 20 hours after turning off 

the light.  
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The prolong evolution and recovery of electrical conductivity approaching 

respective limits are attributed to the poor crystallization of the film. It leads to the 

presence of a large amount of defect states in the sample. Under light illumination, 

some amount of photo electrons are generated in the nanoclusters. In vacuum, some 

of these electrons can transport in the conduction band and contribute to the 

increase in electrical conductivity. Some of them could be trapped by the defect 

states, and may be re-excited to the conduction band, or hop across the defect states 

via tunneling effect, or recombine and annihilate with holes. Due to the low mobility 

of the charge carries, the distribution of electrons in all the above states requires a 

considerable long period of time to reach equilibrium. This explains the observed the 

long-lasting evolution of photo assisted electrical conductivity. The reverse argument 

associated with the recombination of photo generated charge carriers after turning 

off the light is used to explain the long-lasting decaying process of electrical 

conductivity.  

  With increasing post-oxidization temperature, crystallization of the film material 

is enhanced. The film structure would have less defects. Charge carriers transport 

with larger mobilities, and hence equilibrium of distribution in different states can be 

reached with a faster rate. The real-time dependence of the electrical conductivity 

would exhibit shorter response and decay times. Because of less defect states, less 

total electron concentration participates in the transport processes. Particularly, the 

concentration of defect states becomes small and can only accommodate a less 

amount of charge carriers. The contribution of hopping to electrical conductivity is 
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less and hence the electrical conductivity under light assist is expected to saturate at 

a lower value.   
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Figure 4.6 Room-temperature photo-assisted electrical conductivity of SCBD 

ZnO films post-oxidized at 450, 500, 550 and 600°C measured in vacuum.  

 

 The next step is to investigate the real-time dependence of light assisted room-

temperature electrical conductivity of the film samples measured in dry air with an 

O2 concentration of 20.95%. The films are post-oxidized at temperatures varied in the 

range from 450°C to 600°C.  
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Results are shown in Figure 4.7. Some important features are found as follows. 

First, the light-assisted electrical conductivity measured in the presence of oxygen 

gas is always smaller than that measured in vacuum. The drop is more significant 

when oxygen content increases. As an example, the asymptotic saturated photo-

assisted current of the 450°C-oxidized films measured in vacuum is 105 times higher 

than the dark current; and the value measured in 18%-O2 in N2 is 200 times higher 

than the dark current. This result confirms that the real-time dependence of room-

temperature photo assisted electrical conductivity of SCBD ZnO film can be used as 

an effective physical property for oxygen detection.  

Second, the response and decay times become shorter with increasing oxygen 

content in the environment, confirming that the variation of the shape of the curve 

contains information on the dynamics of the interaction between the solid and the 

gas.  

Third, the photo assisted response to oxygen inspires us to propose a dynamic 

model as that published in Refs. 72 and 73. It suggests that above-bandgap photons 

shining on an MOx material can generate electron-hole pairs. Some photo generated 

electrons interact with some oxygen species which are originally chemisorbed on the 

oxide surface in dark, causing them to desorb. On the other hand, the photo 

generated electrons can attract some other oxygen molecules from the surrounding. 

This group of oxygen species has lower adsorption energy and is more dynamic in 

responding to the variation of the surrounding oxygen concentration. This change 

occurs at room-temperature, hence the MOx film becomes an effective oxygen 

sensing element without using a high operating temperature. The drawbacks of a 
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conventional MOx-based oxygen sensor working at a high temperature can be 

prevented.   

Moreover, both in dark and in O2-containing environment, the photo assisted 

current of the sample post-oxidized at the lowest post oxidization temperature of 

450oC is the largest. We suggest that this film has not been well crystalized. Hence, 

the film has a larger defect concentration and lower drift mobility of the charge 

carriers. It takes a longer time to reach equilibrium in a dynamic process. 

Consequently, both reaction and recovery times are long. On the other hand, films 

post-oxidized at higher temperatures, namely above 450oC, are more crystallized. 

They should have smaller defect concentration and the charge carriers in the films 

are more mobile. As a result, recombination rate of excessive electrons and holes via 

band-to-band transition is faster. This imposes some limit to the excessive photo 

generated electron and hole concentrations. The overall photo assisted electrical 

response to oxygen becomes less pronounced as seen in Figure 4.7. 
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Figure 4.7 Room-temperature photo-assisted electrical conductivity of SCBD 

ZnO films post-oxidized at 450, 500, 550 and 600°C measured in air.   
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4.2.3 Determination of optimum post-oxidation temperature based on stability 

tests  

The above results confirm that the films exhibit good photo assisted electrical 

response to oxygen. We further proceeded to examine the cyclic stability of the 

oxygen sensing response of the film samples post-oxidized at 450oC and 500oC to see 

which condition would be more suitable for the use of making oxygen film sensors 

for more detailed study on the gas sensing effect.  

  The tests were done in air. It is designed to conduct as follows. With the sample 

placed in a steady flow of air, UV light was turned on and off for ten cycles. Meanwhile, 

the real-time dependence of the current passing through the sample under a voltage 

bias was recorded. Results of the tests are shown in Figure 4.8. One sees that the 

450oC-oxidized sample exhibited stronger current response, but the signal was less 

stable compared to that of the 500oC post-oxidized film. The peak value of the former 

detected in successive cycles kept increasing slightly. Upon completion of ten cycles, 

the peak value of electrical conductivity has increased by a total of 24%, showing that 

the cyclic stability of the 450oC-oxidized sample to oxygen is not quite satisfactory. 

On the contrary, the peak value of the photo assisted electrical resistivity of the 

500oC-oxidized film sample detected in ten cycles only varied by 4%, suggesting that 

the cycle stability of the gas sensing properties of the film is more stable. Although 

the films oxidized as even higher temperatures would exhibit similar or even better 

stability, but the magnitude of sensing response becomes smaller as indicated in 

Figure 4.7. This result is understandable considering that the film structure after 

going through a higher temperature treatment should be more stable, and hence the 
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gas sensing properties is more repeatable in a cyclic operation. The reduction of the 

resistive response with increasing post-oxidizing temperature may be associated with 

the enhanced crystallization of the material structure. Based on these observations, 

we suggest that the 500oC post-oxidized film gives a good compromise between the 

sensing response and stability for the use in oxygen sensing application.  
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Figure 4.8 Room-temperature photo assisted electrical conductivity of 450oC- and 

500oC-post oxidized SCBD ZnO films measured in cyclic tests in air. 
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4.3 Oxygen sensing effect of uncoated 500oC-post-oxidized SCBD ZnO films in dry 

gaseous environment  

After deciding to use the 500oC-oxidized film sample for detailed study of gas 

sensing effect, in the first stage we investigated its real-time dependence of room-

temperature photo-assisted electrical conductivity in vacuum and dry gaseous 

environment with the O2 concentration varied over the range from 0 to 18% balanced 

in Ar. The test was designed to place the film in a steady gas flow first, and then to 

switch on the UV light for a predetermined period, and then switch off the UV light. 

Measurements were done throughout the course. 

Results are shown in Figure 4.9. We first notice that though oxygen gas is absence 

in the measurements conducted in pure N2 gas and vacuum environment, results 

obtained are found not exactly the same. However, there should have no significant 

difference in physiochemical condition in the two cases, and hence they should 

exhibit some common features mainly originating from UV light illumination. In 

particular, after UV light is turned on, the electrical conductivity rises monotonically 

with a faster initial rate, and then slows down as time proceeds. It has not been 

stabilized even at the last moment of the test. Their asymptotic limits at equilibrium 

can only be estimated from curve fitting for comparison. The only difference between 

two cases is the total ambient pressure. It is low in the vacuum-background case and 

is about one atmospheric pressure in the N2-background case. In the former case, the 

original surface sorbed oxygen species keep being detached and removed by vacuum 

pump, and hence the number of charge carriers released by this group of oxygen 

species keeps increasing. The photo assisted electrical conductivity at all the time is 
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therefore higher than that of the latter case. The latter case, the detached oxygen 

species are not removed from the chamber and some of have the chance of being 

recaptured at the film surface. The change of the number of surface sorbed oxygen 

species is thereby partly compensated. The increase of conduction charge carriers is 

also less, resulting in a less comparative increase in electrical conductivity.  

Now, we look at the effect of incorporating O2 in the steady gas flow. Compared 

with the results obtained in vacuum background and N2 background, after turning on 

the UV light, the electrical conductivity still increases monotonically, but it 

approaches some asymptotic limit more quickly. With increasing O2 concentration, 

the time required to stabilize the response is shorter, and the asymptotic value is 

smaller. To interpret this result in a more physical manner, we propose that some 

oxygen molecules in the detected region are captured at the film surface when 

interacting with photo generated electrons. They replace some originally more firmly 

adsorbed oxygen species and adhere to the film surface with a small adsorption 

energy. Their concentration can vary more rapidly with the change in the O2 

concentration in the gas phase. This effect is more pronounced with the increase in 

the O2 concentration in the environment. One is thereby inspired to correlate the 

saturated photo-assisted electrical conductivity on the O2 gas concentration, and to 

use the functional relationship as the gas sensing response curve. The SCBD ZnO film 

is thereby an effective O2 gas sensor workable at room temperature.  
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Figure 4.9 Real-time dependence of room-temperature photo assisted electrical 

conductivity and photocurrent of a 500oC-post oxidized SCBD ZnO film measured at 

O2 concentration varied over a range from 0.1 to 18% (balanced in dry N2). 
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4.4 Oxygen sensing effect of polymer-coated 500oC-post-oxidized SCBD ZnO films 

in dry gaseous environment  

In the second stage of the gas sensing study, we investigated the real-time 

dependence of the room-temperature photo assisted electrical conductivity of a 

500oC-post oxidized SCBD ZnO film, covered with a superhydrophobic polymer 

coating, placed in a dry gas flow.  

We first consider the tests conducted in the absence of O2. Two conditions were 

applied, namely in vacuum and N2 background, respectively. As shown in Figure 4.10 

(a), the main feature is consistent with that obtained from the tests on an uncoated 

film as displayed in Figure 4.9. Most of the time the value measured in vacuum is 

higher than that measured in N2, though no O2 participates in all cases. An 

explanation has been given in Section 4.1. However, after adding the polymer coating, 

the electrical conductivity is lowered by one order of magnitude.   

We then consider the results of the tests obtained with the presence of O2. In the 

measurements for this kind, the polymer-coated film sample was placed in a steady 

gas flow of O2 content varied over a range of 0.1 and 18% balanced in dry N2. UV light 

was turned on for a specific period and then turned off. The time dependence of the 

electrical conductivity was recorded. Results are shown in Figure 4.10 (b). Some 

general features are analogous to those observed for the uncoated samples. In 

summary, after the UV light is turned off, the photo assisted electrical conductivity 

rises with a faster initial rate and gradually slows down as time proceeds. It 

approaches an asymptotic limit with a relatively short response time, and returns to 

the dark value in a fairly short recovery time after the light is turned off. Moreover, 
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the asymptotic value is smaller as the oxygen content in the gas increases.  

Though of these similarities, since the film is coated with a polymer film, 

additional important conclusions can be drawn. Referring to the systematic change of 

the response to O2 concentration in gas, we assert that oxygen molecules can be able 

to permeate through the polymer coating. Also, the UV light from an LED can 

penetrate through the polymer coating to reach the film surface, and then generates 

photo induced charge carriers in the SCBD ZnO film. These properties render the SCBD 

film to be usable as an O2 gas sensor based on the change of its real-time photo-

assisted electrical conductivity, though the magnitude of the sensor response is 

usually 10 times weaker than that of an uncoated film. However, the rising rate of 

photo assisted electrical conductivity of the polymer-coated film is much faster, and 

the photocurrent is saturated in a much shorter response time, usually below 10 min.  

It should be noticed that the polymer coating on the ZnO film surface is fabricated 

with a spraying process conducted in air. In the process, some oxygen molecules are 

inevitably enclosed at the interface between the SCBD ZnO film surface and the 

polymer coating. These excessive oxygen species also contribute to interact with the 

conduction electrons from the SCBD ZnO film. The presence of the polymer coating 

is a diffusion barrier which can significantly prohibit the trapped oxygen species to 

escape from the interfacial region to surrounding gaseous environment and vice versa. 

These trapped oxygen species can influence the response of the photocurrent as if 

there is a non-ignorable oxygen background. This explains why the magnitude of the 

photo assisted electrical conductivity of the polymer-coated sample is in general 

much smaller than that of a film without a polymer coating, and the sensor response 
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is also much lower.  
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Figure 4.10 Room-temperature real-time dependence of photo assisted electrical 

conductivity of 500oC post-oxidized SCBD ZnO film with a superhydrophobic 

polymer coating in dry gas of O2 content varied over a range from 0 to 18%. 
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4.5 Oxygen gas sensing effect of polymer-coated 500oC-post-oxidized SCBD ZnO 

films in humid gaseous environment  

In the third stage of this study, we investigated the room-temperature oxygen 

sensing properties of the polymer-coated 500oC-post-oxidized SCBD ZnO films in 

humid gaseous environment. The design of the measurement process is similar to 

those described in the two previous stages, except that the sample gas is forced to 

bubble through a water tank, such that the relative humidity of the gas flow is 

increased to over 95%. The sample gas is a mixture of O2 and N2, with the oxygen 

concentration adjusted to vary over a range from 0.1 to 18%. With the sample placed 

in this steady gas flow, the UV light is turned on for a predetermined period and then 

turned off. Meanwhile, the time dependence of the electrical conductivity is 

recorded throughout the course. The focus of this part of study is to see how the film 

sensor response looks like if a water-proof polymer coating is added to separate the 

film material and a humid gas flow containing the detected component.  

Results are shown in Figure 4.11. The main features of the photo-assisted 

electrical conductivity are similar to those observed in dry gaseous environment. It 

first increases with a faster initial rate and then gradually slows down to approach an 

asymptotic level. Compared with the same polymer-coated SBCD ZnO film operated 

in dry gaseous environment, this asymptotic level is around 10 times lower, and the 

response time required to reach this equilibrium state is about the same.  

Furthermore, the saturated value of the electrical conductivity decreases 

monotonically with increasing O2 concentration in the humid gaseous environment. 
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This suggests that O2 can permeate through the polymer coating and causes the ZnO 

film to generate an electrical response to surrounding oxygen molecules.   

We conclude that the polymer coating made of the NeverWet spraying product 

is effective in protecting the SCBD ZnO film from being deteriorated by the moisture. 

However, the water molecules appearing around the film surface can increase the 

difficulty for oxygen molecules to diffuse through the polymer coating and reach the 

oxygen-sensitive ZnO film. The magnitude of the electrical gas sensor response 

becomes weaker (compared to the case of dry gaseous environment) as a 

consequence.   
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Figure 4.11 Real-time room-temperature photo-assisted electrical conductivity of 

an 500oC post-oxidized SCBD ZnO film covered with a superhydrophobic polymer 

layer measured in 95%-humid gaseous environment with O2 concentration varied 

over a range of 0 to 18% balanced in N2. 
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4.6 Dissolved oxygen sensing properties of the sensors made of polymer-coated 

500oC-post-oxidized SCBD ZnO films  

In the fourth stage of this part of study, we fabricated an immersed O2 sensor 

prototype with a structure as depicted in Figure 4.12 for examining the feasibility of 

applying SCBD ZnO film for detecting dissolved oxygen in water. The device has a 

cavity housing a UV-LED. The bottom of the cavity is sealed with a polymer-coated 

500oC-post oxidized SCBD film on a fused quartz substrate. Two wires for collecting 

electrical response are connected to the electrodes, which are hermitically sealed 

with epoxy. UV light passes through the uncoated side of the substrate and reaches 

the film, in which photocurrent is excited. The polymer-coated film surface is in 

contact with water. Some O2 molecules dissolved in the water sample pass through 

the polymer coating and react with the film material. An electrical response is 

expected to be generated.  

Two pictures are captured to illustrate the important of sealing of any conducting 

parts and the electrodes as well from water. This is accomplished by the sealants and 

the polymer coating together. Good sealing prevents short circuit through water for 

the device to remain intact throughout the measurement process. Otherwise, the 

bias voltage applied across the electrodes can generate a leakage current which is 

large enough to damage the sensor’s structure.  

To carry out measurements, the device is first immersed in water inside an 

enclosed chamber. The polymer-coated film is in contact with water. After stabilized, 

the UV LED is switched on to excite a photocurrent in the SCBD ZnO film. The room-

temperature real-time dependence of photo-assisted electrical conductivity of the 
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film is recorded, with the dissolved oxygen content in water adjusted to 0, 25, 50, 75 

and 100% of the solubility of oxygen in water at 25oC. The adjustments are 

accomplished by bubbling an Ar gas stream through the water and releasing it to the 

atmosphere. The drop of the dissolved oxygen content in water is controlled 

according to the duration of the gas flow with the aid of an inlet valve and an outlet 

valve installed at the ends of the pipeline. In particular, 100% dissolved oxygen 

content corresponds to 258 mol in one liter of water at room temperature. The 

above settings of percentages of dissolved oxygen content in water correspond to 

respective absolute numbers of moles of oxygen molecules in water, which when 

converted into oxygen content in gas phase at room temperature and one 

atmospheric pressure are equal to 0, 0.13, 0.27, 0.4 and 0.53% respectively. The 

conversion chart is also presented in the table inserted in Figure 4.12. One sees that 

the range of dissolved oxygen content used in this part of the study only covers a very 

narrow range at the lower end of the range of oxygen content conducted in gas phase 

involved in previous stages.  
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Figure 4.12 Immersion dissolved oxygen sensor prototype made of a 500°C post-

oxidized SCBD ZnO film. Left and right bottom: pictures of well and poorly protected 

immersion sensor taken after measurements in water.   
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 Figure 4.13 shows the results of measurements. The first observed result is that 

for all the settings of dissolved oxygen content in water, the photo assisted electrical 

conductivity starts to rise immediately after the UV light is turned on. The rising rate 

is the largest at the initial moment but drops subsequently as time proceeds. The 

main difference from that obtained in gas phase is that the time dependences of all 

the curves detected under UV light over the range of dissolved oxygen content, 

though not exactly overlap, do not deviate significantly from each other. However, 

when UV light is turned off, the electrical conductivity of the film drops. The curve 

detected at different setting of dissolved oxygen content is found to drop with 

different rate. The one measured at a higher dissolved oxygen content drops faster. 

This effect is consistent with the previous result that more oxygen in the surrounding 

help to capture photo generated excessive charge carriers such that the photocurrent 

extinguishes with a faster rate in an environment of richer oxygen concentration. This 

feature allows one to establish a relationship among the electrical response of the 

film and content of dissolved oxygen in water. The potential of the device to be used 

as a dissolved oxygen sensor is thereby justified.  
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Figure 4.13 Real-time room-temperature photo assisted electrical conductivity of a 

500oC post-oxidized SCBD ZnO films covered with a superhydrophobic polymer layer 

measured at various dissolved oxygen concentrations from 0% and 100%.  
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4.7 Modeling of oxygen concentration dependence of photo assisted electrical 

conductivity of SCBD ZnO films and its potential applications  

 We propose a model to explain the observed photo assisted electrical response 

to the change of oxygen concentration. First, above-bandgap light illumination on the 

ZnO film generates photo induced electron-hole pairs. This process is presented with 

a formula 

photon → h+ + e- --------------------------------------(4.5) 

 This reaction occurs to maintain a non-ignorable pollution of conduction charge 

carriers. These charged particles are responsible for the generation of a photocurrent 

in the oxide at room temperature. At the same time, some oxygen molecules from 

the detected region reach the oxide surface. If the film is polymer-coated, they need 

to diffuse across the polymer coating in order to reach the ZnO film surface.  

These oxygen species could be adsorbed on the ZnO film surface by combining 

with conduction electrons from the film. Adsorption states involved can be classified 

into different categories according to the results reported by Yamazoe et al [72]. They 

analyzed the data of chromatogram analysis for a typical metal oxide. Desorption of 

oxygen over a broad range of temperature was realized. On the other hand, they 

identified the type of adsorption states using electron spin resonance technique. 

Results show that at temperature < 150oC, the surface sorbed species are in the form 

of singly charged O2
- ions based on chemisorption reaction. The reaction is generally 

described as:  

O2 + e- → O2
-
(ad) -----------------------------------------(4.5) 

This argument is widely claimed to explain the gas sensing effect of an MOx material.  
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When UV light is turned on to shine on the film surface, some surface sorbed 

oxygen species are in an excited state,  

O2 + e- + photon → O2
-* ----------------------------------(4.6) 

where O2
-* is such an ion in the photo-induced chemisorbed ion state. The oxygen 

species in this state are more active than the one in the state formed in dark, denoted 

as an O2
-
(ad). With a higher energy of state, they are more readily desorbed from the 

oxide surface and return to the environment [73-75]. It is also claimed that an O2
-
(ad) 

ion is most likely desorbed at around 150oC [72], while an O2
-* ion can be desorbed 

at a much lower temperature. These two reactions are presented as:  

h+ + O2
- → O2(g) ------------------------------------------(4.7) 

and    h+ + O2
-* → O2(g)------------------------------------------(4.8) 

Both processes require the participation of a hole, which all lead to a drop of 

resistance of the MOx material. Such a difference of the two reactions is the 

fundamental origin responsible for the different gas sensing response of MOx 

associated with the use of above-bandgap light illumination.  

We further propose the model as follows. Let n to be the electron concentration 

and [O2] to be the oxygen concentration in the detected area. The reaction is:  

dn = G dt - n R1 dt - [O2] n R2 dt -------------------------------------(4.9) 

 

The three terms on the right side of the equation represent the change of 

electron concentration due to light illumination, recombination effect and trapping 

by surface sorbed oxygen species, respectively. G, R1 and R2 in the formula are 

constants associated with the respective mechanisms. Eq. (4.9) is integrated to obtain 
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the conduction charge carrier concentration. If nd is the base charge carrier 

concentration in dark, the overall induced current is obtained by integration, 

dn = Gdt - nRdt 

dt = (1/G)(1 - nR/G)dn 

t = -(1/R) ln(1 - R/G)              by integration 

-Rt = ln (-Rn/G+1) 

exp (-Rt) = -Rn/G+1 

G/R (1 - exp(-Rt)) = n 

I = (VaA/L) e[nd+ (G/R) [1- exp(-Rt)]] = Id + I1 [1-exp(-Rt)] --------------(4.10) 

In the formula, Va is the applied voltage across the electrodes, A the cross-section 

area = film thickness  width of the electrodes, L the length of the measured region 

and  the carrier drift mobility. Furthermore, a quantity R  R1+[O2]R2 is introduced.  

Eq. (4.10) is then used to fit the real-time dependence of photo-assisted 

electrical conductivity recorded in the measurements. The parameters I1 and R are 

adjusted to achieve the best fits. The optimum value of I1, combined with the 

measured dark current Id, is used to calculate the saturated current Isat = Id + I1.  

The best fit parameters associated with different settings of oxygen 

concentration are then used to establish some functional relationships. These 

relationships are claimed to be useable afterwards for determining the oxygen 

content in a quantitative manner based on the best fit parameters to the whole time 

dependence of electrical conductivity observed in a specific test.  

 A useful relationship of this kind is the one correlating the oxygen concentration 

and the saturated photo assisted electrical conductivity (or saturated current Isat) 
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obtained from fitting Eq. (4-10) to the curves in Figure 4.9. The function is plotted and 

shown in Figure 4.14 (a). It is expected to be usable in determining the oxygen 

concentration in a dry gaseous environment by using an uncoated SCBD ZnO film 

sensor.  

Another useful relationship is the one correlating the oxygen concentration and 

the saturated photo assisted electrical conductivity (or saturated current Isat) obtained 

from fitting Eq. (4.10) to the curves presented in Figure 4.11. The functional 

relationship thus obtained is plotted and shown in Figure 4.14 (b). It is claimed to be 

usable in determining the oxygen concentration in a highly humid gaseous 

environment by using a superhydrophobic polymer coated SCBD ZnO film sensor.  

The last example is the relationship correlating the dissolved oxygen 

concentration in water with the decaying time of the current detected after turning 

off the UV light as shown in Figure 4.13. The relationship is plotted and shown in 

Figure 4.14 (c). We further claim that it can be used to determine the dissolved oxygen 

content in water at room temperature according using our specially designed 

immersion oxygen sensor.  

The common advantage of the above proposed approaches for oxygen 

concentration detection based on curve fitting is that an estimate of the answer can 

be derived just according to part of the time-dependent curve of the measured 

quantity, but there is no need to wait for a very long period of time for the measured 

quantity to reach the real equilibrium state. As it is not uncommon for a chemical 

sensor to exhibit prolonged response time and recovery time in gas detection, the 

approach may give a general meaning in extending the applicability of the materials 
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of this kind in gas sensing applications.  
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Figure 4.14 Three relationships correlating the O2 concentration in the detected 

area and a fitting parameter to the time dependence of photocurrent using a 500°C-

post oxidized SCBD ZnO film.  (a) Isat of an uncoated film sensor versus O2 

concentration in dry O2-N2 mixture; (b) Isat of a polymer-coated film sensor versus 

O2 concentration in 95% humid O2-N2 mixture; and (c) decay time of current after 

turning off UV light versus dissolved oxygen content in water.  
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 Results and Discussions for H2 Gas Detection 

5.1 About the palladium-coated SCBD ZnO films for the study of H2 sensing 

We selected 500oC to post oxidize the as-deposited SCBD ZnO films for the study of H2 

sensing. It is the same temperature used to post oxidize film samples for oxygen sensing as 

described in the Chapter 4. The film structure, according to the results of structural 

characterization experiments as described in Section 4.1, was reconfirmed to be 

composed of partly crystallized nanoclusters, and was highly porous.  

Differently, in this part of the study, the films used in this part of study were 

decorated with a 5-nm thick palladium (Pd) coating using sputtering method. Samples 

of such a structure are designated as nano sponge ZnO (ns-ZnO) films. The surface Pd 

coating is a catalyst, known to be effective in assisting dissociation of H2 molecules 

into atoms. It lowers the activation energy to facilitate ensuing chemical reactions 

and subsequently the generation of H2 sensing signal [58]. Furthermore, each film 

sample was made to have two silver paste electrodes separated with a distance of 5 

mm on the surface. The film is placed in a measurement chamber for doing the tests.   

 

5.2 Basic features of H2 sensing properties of Pd-coated ns-ZnO films  

We first investigated the room-temperature real-time dependence of electrical 

conductivity of Pd-decorated ns-ZnO films in 2% H2 gas balanced in air. No UV assist 

was applied.  

In a test, a flow of sample gas was admitted into the measurement chamber for 

it to react with the film sample. The time dependence of the electrical resistivity of 

the film sample was recorded. As seen in Figure 5.1a, the film resistance drops from 
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very quickly from 3.41×109 Ω to 3.7×108 Ω within 1 s, and further drops to stabilize at 

a level around 4×107 Ω. The gas flow was kept steady for 15 s. The measurement 

chamber was then evacuated and filled up with air. The film resistance rises 

afterwards and returns to its initial value in a period of around 1 min. The response 

time was estimated to be around 47 s. It is noticed that the response time of our 

Pd/ns-ZnO film is fairly short, such that the response rate is superior to those of many 

other MOx-based H2 sensors working at room temperature usually in the range of a 

few minute [76-80]. These findings disclose the fact that our Pd-coated ns-ZnO films 

have potential use in H2 sensing applications.  

In order to examine the effect of rising the operation temperature on the 

sensor’s performance, particularly the effect on remedying the interference caused 

by adhesion of moisture on the sensor’s surface, we also investigated the H2 sensor 

response at 80oC. Figure 5.1b shows the comparison of the results acquired at 20oC 

and 80oC respectively, for 2% H2 balanced in air. Furthermore, the sensor response, S, 

response time tres and recovery time trec extracted from the data for both cases are 

tabulated in Table 5.1. It is found that the sensing properties attained at 80oC are 

superior to those obtained at 20oC in all aspects. At the higher operation temperature 

of 80oC, (i) S increases from 82 to 3537, namely an enhancement of 43 times; (ii) tres 

and trec decrease from 1 s and 47 s to 0.3 s and 18 s respectively, namely 3 times 

shorter. The improvements are attributed to the faster dissociation rate of H2 on the 

Pd coating, the faster migration speed of H species crossing the Pd layer to reach the 

ZnO film surface, are the faster reaction rate between H species and surface sorbed 

O2
- species.    
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Figure 5.1 (a) Resistive response of Pd-coated ns-ZnO film to 2% H2 balanced in air. 

(b) Comparison of results obtained at 20oC and 80oC.  
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Table 5.1 Comparison of sensing parameters measured at 20oC and 80 oC, with and 

without UV assist respectively. 

Test condition Rair 

(GΩ) 

RH2 

(MΩ) 

Iair 

(nA) 

IH2 

(nA) 

S tres 

(s) 

trec 

(s) 

UV Off, 80oC 15.6 4.41 0.06 227 3537 0.3 18 

UV On, 80oC 1.11 1.91 0.90 523 581 0.3 22 

UV Off, 20oC 3.41 41.6 0.29 24.0 82 1 52 

UV On ,20oC 0.77 8.99 1.30 111 85 2 --- 

 
 

5.3 Influence of relative humidity on the H2 sensing properties of Pd-coated ns-ZnO 

films 

Although one of the aims of this project is to look for the possibility of operating 

an MOx-based gas sensor at ambient temperature, we still proceeded to examine how 

a Pd-coated ns-ZnO film behaved at a temperature slightly above room temperature. 

The intention was to remedy the influence of adhesion of moisture from the detected 

area on the film sensor’s surface. The temperature selected for the study was 80oC. 

The sample gas was made to have a rather high relative humidity (RH).  

Figure 5.2 shows the results of measurements conducted at 80oC. With the 

increase of RH in air, the real-time dependence of the electrical resistance is almost 

unaffected by the change of RH from 0 to 50%, and just decreases slightly when RH is 

further increased to 90%. Furthermore, with the presence of 2% H2 in air, the film 

resistance is basically unaffected for all settings of RH. The influence of RH at 80oC is 
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so minute, suggesting that such a low operation temperature works good enough to 

remedy the interference of moisture in the detected environment. One reasonable 

explanation is that at this temperature, most of the H2O molecules on the film surface 

are physisorbed. They are readily detached by gaining a small amount of thermal 

energy [81, 82]. On the other hand, chemisorbed H2O molecules have not formed, 

and cannot give significant contribution to the gas sensing process at this temperature 

[83]. Furthermore, such an operation temperature is rather close to room 

temperature, and hence would not result in substantial annealing of the sensor 

material and instability of output, like thermal drift or unrepeatable sensor response 

associated with the structural change of material properties.   

Based on the above observations, we confirm that 80oC was a preferred 

operation temperature for a Pd-coated ns-ZnO film sensor to work for detecting H2 

gas. This condition gives a compromise of sensing properties and stability, degree of 

complication of device design and the cost of production. A sensor can be equipped 

with a low-power heater for providing feedback signal and stabilizing the sensor 

temperature. The influence of the fluctuation of ambient temperature is relatively 

little. The overall performance of the sensor should be superior to that achieved at 

room temperature.  
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Figure 5.2 Real-time dependence of resistive response of a Pd-coated ns-ZnO film 

to 2% H2 in air measured at 0, 50% and 90% relative humidity at an operation 

temperature of 80oC. 
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5.4 H2 concentration dependence of the sensor response 

We further investigated how the resistance of the film sensor at 80oC responded 

to the change of H2 concentration. Figure 5.3 shows the results measured at different 

H2 concentrations varied from 0.1 to 2%. Both the sensor response and response rate 

were found to increase with increasing H2 concentration. The correlation between the 

film resistance and H2 concentration gives a functional relationship, which is usable 

for quantitative determination of the gas concentration in an environment. The 

potential of the Pd-coated ns-ZnO film in the application in H2 sensing is justified.   
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Figure 5.3 Real-time dependence of resistive response of Pd-coated ns-ZnO film to 

0.1–2% H2 in air measured at 80oC.  
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5.5 Effect of using UV assist on H2 sensing properties 

The effect of UV assist on H2 sensing properties was examined by comparing 

the data acquired at 20oC and 80oC, respectively. Results are shown in Figure 5.4 (a) 

and (b). The values of sensor response S, response time tres and recovery time trec 

derived from the data for the two cases are tabulated in Table 5.1 for analysis.  

We first look at the results obtained at 80oC as shown in Figure 5.4 (a). The sensor 

response S measured in dark is 3537. However, it drops significantly to 581 after 

employing UV assist. On the other hand, tres observed in the two cases are close. trec 

measured at 80oC is slightly longer (Table 5.1). All these results indicate that UV assist 

does not give effective improvement of the gas sensing properties of the sensor 

operating at 80oC.  

Next, consider the results obtained at 20oC. One still cannot see improvement of 

the sensor response using photo assist. However, the response time seems to be 

longer. In both cases of having and without photo assist, the recovery of resistance is 

not complete within the period of measurements. We further conclude that the use 

of photo assist does not give any advantages in the sensor response, and the rates of 

response and recovery.  
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Figure 5.4 Comparison of time dependence of resistive response of Pd-coated ns-

ZnO film to 2% H2 in air with and without using UV irradiation measured at (a) 80 

and (b) 20oC.  
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We then examined the influence of using photo assist on the stability of sensor 

response of the film sensors operating in cyclic mode. Results of measurements in 

two cases of using and without using UV illumination are shown in Figure 5.5 (a) and 

(b) respectively. In a typical test, 2% H2 in dry air was admitted into the measurement 

chamber for a predetermined period of time. The chamber was then evacuated with 

a rotary pump. Dry air was then admitted to fill up the chamber. The processes were 

repeated by many times in a cyclic manner. The real-time dependence of the film 

resistance was recorded throughout the course.  

Look at the data without UV assist as shown in Figure 5.5 (a). The cyclic resistive 

response of the film varies with increasing number of cycles. The instability mainly 

comes from successive increase of the film resistance detected in air, whereas that 

measured in 2% H2 remains unchanged. This phenomenon is explained by assuming 

that the Pd coating is conducting and should have some contribution in affecting the 

overall resistance of the sensor. The Pd film is hydrogenated when reacting with H2 

and subsequent undergoes a notable volume expansion. During unloading of 

hydrogen, the film volume contracts to return to the original status. Volumetric 

breathing occurs in cycle tests, such that cracks are formed in the Pd layer. The overall 

resistance of the film thus increases the test proceeds.  

Figure 5.5 (b) shows the results after the use of UV assist. One sees that the 

output of the sensor is much consistent and stable with the increase of the number 

of loading-unloading cycles. In particular, the drift of film resistance in air (unloading 

state) remains stable and does not exhibit noticeable shift as that observed in the 

case without using photo assist. This is explained as the fact that under UV light 
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illumination, the film resistant is dominated by photocurrent, but becomes less 

affected by the Pd coating. Though the Pd coating still experiences volume breath 

effect and cracks are thus produced in the test, the film resistance at the unloading 

state in air is capped at 1 GΩ, which is about one order of magnitude lower than the 

corresponding quantity measured without the use of photo assist. Importantly, the 

cyclic sensor response of the Pd-coated ns-ZnO film becomes more stable. This is 

regarded as an advantage of using UV assist when operating the gas sensor.   
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Figure 5.5 Cyclic stability tests of the resistive response of a Pd-coated ns-ZnO film 

exposed alternatively to 2% H2 in air and dry air at 80oC (a) without using and (b) 

using UV illumination. The power density of light is 10 mW/cm2. 
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5.6 Comparison of H2 sensing properties of our sensors with the published results 

The values of S and trec of our samples are plotted in Figure 5.6 as functions of 

H2 concentration. Published data obtained by many other authors based on their own 

sensors are plotted in the figure for comparison. The published data associated with 

the use of nanocluster-based material and 1-dimensional-based nanomaterials are 

labeled with solid and hollow symbols, respectively. All of them are reported be 

measured at temperatures > 200oC.  

One sees that the sensor response of S of our Pd-coated ns-ZnO film is higher 

than most of the published ones measured at H2 concentration in the range of 0.1 – 

2%. Exceptions are the Pt activated TiO2:WO3 nanocrystalline film working at 200oC 

and Pd activated WO3 nanocrystalline film working at 300oC. These two cases exhibit 

larger S values. However, the values of tres of these cases are at least 5 times longer 

than our result.  

Comparison also shows that the values of tres of our Pd/ns-ZnO film is shorter 

than most of the published values measured at temperatures > 200oC. Exceptions are 

the results of the single wall carbon nanotube and tin oxide nanoparticles hybrid thin 

films (CNT-SnO2) working at 250oC, for which the values of S are only 1/10 of that of 

our sample. The superiority of the H2 sensing properties of our Pd/ns-ZnO film is 

clearly justified. 
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Figure 5.6 Comparison of (a) S and (b) tres of a Pd-coated ns-ZnO film measured at 

80oC with the published data of various H2 sensors composed of MOx nanoclusters 

(solid symbols) and 1-dimensional MOx nano particles (hollow symbols) measured 

at temperatures > 200oC.  

× our sample at 80oC ▲ Pt-WO3/ZrO2 [84] ◄ Pt-WO3-TiO2 [85] ★ SnO2-CNT [86]   

▼ Pd/WO3 [87]   ► Au/WO3 [88]  ◆ CNT-WO3 [89]  ○ MgZnFe2O4 [90] 
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5.7 Modelling of H2 sensing process for MOx-based gas sensor  

For gaining more physical insights on the gas sensing properties of an MOx-based 

sensor, we proposed a model involving the following processes which may be used to 

explain the phenomena observed in our H2 sensing experiments. A picture shown in 

Figure 5.7 is depicted to help explanation.   

In this model, a gas sensing process starts with O2 adsorption in a dark H2-free 

air environment (before turning on UV light). Oxygen molecules may physisorbed or 

chemisorbed on the ZnO surface. They combine with conduction electrons from the 

MOx material and become O2
- ions as expressed in Eq. (5.1), or Reaction ① in Figure 

5.7.  

O2 (g) + e-
ZnO → O2

-
 (ad)------------------------------------(5.1) 

An electric field is generated near the MOx grain surface along the normal of the 

grain surface. It sweeps away most mobile charge carriers in this region to leave a 

highly resistive depletion region on the nanocluster’s surface. The resistance of the 

Pd-coated ns-ZnO film at this stage is high.  

The next stage of the sensing process starts when UV light is turned on. Photo 

electrons (e-) and holes (h+) are generated (Eq. (5.2), Reaction ②). Part of them are 

recombined via band-to-band transitions (Eq. (5.3), Reaction ③). Other electrons 

and holes are separated by the electric field near the grain surface. Holes tend to 

migrate towards the grain surface. When they fall into recombination centers, they 

may recombine with electrons at the region close to the film surface (Eqs.(5.4) and 

(5.5), Reaction ④ and ⑤). These oxygen species involved in the interactions would 

be detached and leave the film surface (Eq.(5.6), Reaction ⑥). The electrons released 
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after the reaction return to the film and contribute to electrical conductivity. The 

resistance of the film drops as a consequence. These processes could be expressed 

by the formulas,   

hv → e- + h+------------------------------------------(5.2) 

e- + h+ → hv/heat--------------------------------------(5.3) 

e- + h+ + deep hole trap → hv/heat + deep hole trap--------(5.4) 

e- + h+ + shallow hole trap → hv/heat + shallow hole trap-----(5.-5) 

h+ + O2
-
 (ad) → O2 (g) + h+ + e-----------------------------(5.6) 

It is noted that the MOx may have shallow electron traps located closely to the bottom 

of the conduction band. They like to join and form a storehouse to accommodate 

conduction electrons. The captured electrons are less mobile, but can still be able to 

transport via tunneling from a trap state to another, or be re-excited to enter the 

conduction band. These processes are conducting to build up a dynamic equilibrium 

(Eq.(5.7), Reaction ⑦), where the distribution of charge carriers in different states 

are steady. When the assist light is turned off, the condition of equilibrium is broken, 

and the charge carriers must be redistributed among different group of states to 

return to the original status. The is a prolonged process, expressed as    

e- + shallow e- trap ↔ e-
trap + heat --------------------------(5.7) 

The third stage commences when hydrogen appears and starts to react with the 

film material. The gas molecules first in contact with the surface Pd layer. They are 

catalytically dissociated into H atoms (Eq.(5.8), Reaction ⑧). The H atoms diffuse 

onto the ZnO surface and interact with the surface sorbed O2
- ions (Eq. (5.9), Reaction 

⑨). Conduction electrons are released to the nanocluster via Reaction ⑨, and enter 
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the conduction band of the oxide. The depletion layer becomes thinner. The volume 

of the depletion region on the grain surface is reduced. The film resistance drops as a 

consequence. The reactions are expressed as 

H2 (ad) → 2Hatom (ad) -------------------------------------(5.8) 

4Hatom (ad) + O2
-
 (ad) → 2H2O (g) + e----------------------------(5.9) 

Now we explain why the photo assisted sensor response S to H2 is lower than 

that observed in dark. S is defined as Rair/RH2, where Rair and RH2 are the film resistance 

in air and hydrogen-containing atmosphere respectively. It is known that Rair detected 

under light assist is 1/14 of that detected in dark (dominated by Reaction ② and ⑥). 

If the values of RH2 (dominated by Reactions ⑧ and ⑨) measured in dark and under 

light assist are of the same order of magnitude, the value of S with photo assist would 

be smaller than that measured in dark.  

We further explain why the recovery time trec observed after turning off the 

assist light is longer than that observed in dark. One notices that Reaction ⑦ takes 

place in the gas detection process. It presents the scenario that the UV illumination 

generates photo electrons, whereas some of them drop into the shallow electron trap 

states. These electrons need some time to escape from these states and continue to 

contribute in maintaining a current after the UV light is turned off. The escape rate is 

controlled by the temperature of the environment from which the thermal energy is 

absorbed. At a near room-temperature environment, the escape rate is low and 

hence a long trec is achieved.  
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Figure 5.7 Simplified model for explaining the photo assisted H2 sensing process of 

a Pd-coated ns-ZnO film. Reaction ①: chemisorption of oxygen and formation of 

O2
- ion, Reaction ②: photogeneration of e--h+ pairs, Reaction ③: band-to-band 

recombination, Reaction ④: recombination at deep traps, Reaction ⑤: 

recombination at shallow hole traps, Reaction ⑥: reaction of h+ with chemisorbed 

O2
- ions, Reaction ⑦: extraction and release of free electrons by surface e- traps, 

Reaction ⑧: catalytic dissociation of H2 at Pd surface, Reaction ⑨: reaction of 

dissociated H atom with chemisorbed O2
- ions, and Reaction ⑩: release of free e- 

produced by Reaction ⑨ to conduction band.  
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 Conclusions 

6.1 Summary of findings 

 The purposes of this project are to  

(i) fabricate highly porous ZnO thin films using the Supersonic Cluster Beam 

Deposition (SCBD) technique;  

(ii) investigate the ambient temperature (room temperature and 80oC) photo-assist 

O2 gas sensing properties of SCBD ZnO films without and with hydrophobic 

polymer coating in dry gas and humid gas environments;  

(iii) investigate the room-temperature photo-assist dissolved oxygen sensing 

properties in water with a device made of a hydrophobic polymer coated SCBD 

ZnO film, and  

(iv) investigate the H2 gas sensing properties of Pd-coated ns-ZnO films at room-

temperature and 80oC without and with photo assist.  

In the first part of the study, we successfully fabricated highly porous ZnO film 

using SCBD method. The films were post oxidized at different temperatures from 450 

to 600oC, and the film structure was found to be considerably improved in terms of 

being better crystallized and more stable. However, the film structure remains to be 

highly porous and is composed of nanoclusters. XRD data verify that the nanoclusters 

are mainly in the ZnO phase.  

In the second part of the study, we first determined the optimum post-oxidizing 

temperature to be used for making film samples for detailed gas sensing experiments. 

Results were found as follows.  
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(i) The film post-oxidized at 450oC exhibited the strongest photo-assisted electrical 

conductivity. However, the output signal is not easily stabilized, and is still 

increasing with gradually decreasing rate over the time period used in the 

measurement. It also takes a very long time to return to the original status after 

the light is turned off, namely more than 1400 min. It is believed that the film 

structure formed at this post-oxidized temperature is rather defective. 

Considerable amount of defect states are present, which contribute to 

accommodate conduction electrons. Electrons can hop through these defect 

states or be re-excited to the conduction band and contribute to electrical 

conduction. The photo-assisted electrical conductivity response to oxygen is 

thereby relatively strong but very long time is required to stabilize the 

distribution of electrons in different groups of energy states. The use of a higher 

post-oxidizing temperature results in faster response rate, but the sensor 

response becomes weaker. The reason is that the film structure is better 

crystallized, such that the concentration of defect states is reduced. Hopping 

conduction becomes less significant and gives less contribution to the sensor 

response. On the other hand, the drift mobility of charge carriers is increased to 

facility electrons to reach equilibrium state in a shorter period of time whenever 

the ambient gas concentration is altered.   

(ii) Results of the measurement of cyclic electrical response to oxygen show that the 

500oC post-annealed sample exhibits good repeatability. Combining all the 

observed results, we determined to use 500oC as the post-oxidation temperature 

for preparing samples to be used in ensuing gas sensing study.  
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(iii) An uncoated SCBD ZnO film was used to detect O2 balanced N2 in dry gaseous 

environment. The film was confirmed to be effective in generating electrical 

signal for oxygen detection. Importantly, the sensor response was found to drop 

systematic with the rise in O2 content. A functional relationship can be 

established. The feasibility of using SCBD ZnO in quantitative oxygen detection is 

justified.  

(iv) A super-hydrophobic polymer coating made of a commercial spraying product, 

NeverWet, was added to the surface of a 500oC-post oxidized SCBD ZnO film. It 

was further used to detect O2 in dry O2-N2 gaseous environment. It was found 

that the presence of the polymer coating reduces the sensing response 

considerably by more than 10 times. However, the response time is considerably 

shortened.  

(v) The polymer coated film sample was also used to detect O2 in 95% humid O2-N2 

gaseous environment. The sensor response was further reduced. However, the 

polymer coating was found to be effective in protecting the ZnO film against the 

interference induced by the moisture in detected gaseous environment. 

In the third part of the study, an immersion oxygen sensor made of a polymer 

coated film was designed and fabricated. It is constructed of a small water-proof 

cylinder in which an UV LED is housed. The light from the LED penetrates through the 

uncoated side of the glass substrate and to shine on the SCBD ZnO film from the side 

of the substrate-film interface. The other side of the film is protected by the polymer 

coating, and is immersed in water. The water was made to contain known amount of 

dissolved oxygen concentration varying from 0 to 100% of the saturated level. The 
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photo assisted electrical conductivity monitored as the output signal against the 

change of dissolved oxygen content in water. Important findings are as follows.  

(i) The parts of the curves of electrical conductivity observed after turning on the 

UV light at various dissolved oxygen contents are similar, and hence the change 

of the magnitude of the sensor response alone is not sufficient in reflecting the 

change of dissolved oxygen content in water.   

(ii) The decay rate of the electrical conductivity observed after turning off the UV 

light was found to vary with the change of dissolved oxygen concentration. This 

finding shed light on the feasibility of using the relationship for determining the 

dissolved oxygen content in a quantitative manner.  

(iii) We proposed a method for quantitative determination of the oxygen content in 

an area (including the cases of gaseous environment and water). The method is 

based on the concept of deriving some fitting parameters giving the best fit to 

part of the real-time dependence of the electrical conductivity acquired from 

measurements. This method has the advantage of having no need of waiting the 

measured quantity to reach real equilibrium and hence the time of detection can 

be shortened considerably.  

(iv) We also proposed a model for describing possible physiochemical reactions 

involved in the gas sensing process. The model combines the effects of surface 

sorption of the oxygen species, photo generation and recombination of electron-

hole pairs, and stabilization of electrical conductivity. We also pointed out the 

influence of defects states in the recovery of residual current after turning off the 

excitation light.  
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In the fourth part of the study, we demonstrated the feasibility of using a Pd-

coated ns-ZnO film for sensing H2 gas. The main results are as follows.  

(i) At 20oC, a Pd-coated ns-ZnO film showed a sensor response of 82 and a response 

time as short as 1 s to 2% H2 balanced in air.   

(ii) At 80oC, the sensor response increases to 3540 and response time drops to 0.3s. 

The use of 80oC operation temperature helps to stabilize the sensor’s output 

signal against the influence of ambient temperature fluctuation and water vapor.  

(iii) The use of UV assist degrades the sensor response and does not have discernible 

improvement on the response time. However, it has the advantage of enhancing 

the cyclic repeatability of the sensor response.   

 

6.2 Further work 

 Based on the above findings, we propose some topics as listed in the following 

which are meaningful for further investigations.  

 

6.2.1 Mechanism of gas adsorption to photoconductivity 

 We found in this study that the photo-assist electrical conductivity of different 

materials exhibits some similar features. For example, some period of time is needed 

for the measured quantity to reach equilibrium after turning on the assist light. This 

means that some common mechanisms are involved in determining the trend. In the 

present work, we only employed a simplified theory to model the decay of the photo 

electrical conductivity after the light was turned off. The model was based on some 

simple assumptions. We believed that there are more rooms for one to investigate in 
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more detail on the physiochemical reactions actually happening in the process, and 

give a more complete fitting to the real-time curve of photo assisted electrical 

conductivity. Meanwhile, some of other more well-known adsorption theories, like 

Elovich equation or Brunauer-Emmet-Teller (BET) theory including considerations of 

chemisorption can be introduced to enrich the discussion. A better approach for 

fitting the measured time dependence of the sensor output could be achieved by 

incorporating these advanced factors. A more convincing functional relationship can 

be obtained for better determination of the gas concentration in the detected 

environment.  

 

6.2.2 Effect of defects in MOx materials on photo assisted gas sensing response 

 The study on SCBD ZnO film illustrates an interesting phenomenon that a more 

structural defective MOx material achieved by post-annealing at lower temperature 

can exhibit very strong photo assisted electrical conductivity to a gas. The strong 

sensing response is frequently accompanied by very long response time and recovery 

time. This leads us to suspect that the presence of defects play an important role in 

enhancing the photo-assisted electrical response and prolonging the process 

approaching equilibrium. Some literatures also reported that functionalized reduced 

graphene oxide [59,67] or the presence of disordered grain boundaries in a material 

[68] can exhibit gas sensing effect. We think that more work can be done to gain 

insights on the role of the defects on gas sensing effect by further controlling the type 

and concentration of surface defects in an oxide material. 
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6.2.3 Influence of material selection 

This study is mainly focused on one material, namely ZnO. However, there are 

much more other choices of materials to be used for similar studies. For example, 

SnO2 is a good potential candidate to be investigated. We propose to the use SCBD 

method to fabricate porous SnO2 films and repeat the measurements as that carried 

out in this project. One will be able to find out common phenomena as that observed 

with the use of SCBD ZnO. More information can be achieved to enrich the discussion 

about the fundamental mechanisms governing the gas sensing properties common 

to some other oxide materials.  

 

6.2.4 Effect of excitation source in photo-assisted gas sensing performance  

Photo excitation plays an important role in creating an active and dynamic 

surface to facilitate gas sensing effect. Yet, the effects of light intensity and 

wavelength of the excitation source were little reported in literature. We thereby 

propose to perform some tests on finding out the optimum condition of photo assist 

for attaining the best result of gas sensor response of an oxide material. We also 

propose to emphasize the investigation on the fundamental principle underlying the 

phenomenon.  

For example, photo assist with a higher intensity of light involved a denser flow 

of photons, which is believed to generate more charge carriers in a test. However, 

only part of the photo generated excessive charge carriers is involved in generating 

the gas detection signal, but quite a considerable part of them would contribute to 

increase the base level of the electrical conductivity of the film sensor. Consequently, 
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the fractional change of electrical conductivity induced by the detected gas becomes 

less pronounced. In another words, the magnitude of gas sensor response achieved 

after the use of photo assist becomes smaller if the intensity of light increases to 

exceed some threshold. It would be interesting to verify the presence of such a 

threshold and further to determine its value in a quantitative manner.    

Another example of further research topic of interest is inspired by the finding 

of irreversible change of gas sensor response observed after prolonged illumination 

on a film sample. There may have some reasons responsible for this phenomenon. 

They could involve alternation of the material structure by energetic photons, such as 

the change of crystallization of the material or bond breaking etc. These effects may 

lead to instability of the material properties. On the other hand, photons with energy 

much higher than the bandgap may generate “hot charge carriers”. This effect on a 

solid is still not clearly understood and is worth to study through observing the gas 

sensing properties of a material under illumination of light of different wavelengths. 

 

6.2.5 Design of new gas sensors  

 New gas sensors of improved properties can be achieved by using new materials 

of different compositions and/or surface morphology or applying different operation 

modes. One expects that deficient or excessive coverage of the sensor surface by 

oxygen is unfavorable for obtaining a strong gas sensor response. The ideal condition 

for detecting a reducing gas is to pre-adsorb one monolayer of oxygen on the sensor 

surface. This can be achieved by using more defective surface to increase the detect 

states. One method is to add catalyst to increase the adsorption speed. On the other 
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hand, excessive adsorption can be alleviated by rising the operation temperature or 

illuminating the sensor’s surface with a higher-power light beam. All these ideas can 

be incorporated in creating new designs of gas sensors using the same material for 

enhancing the gas sensing performance. This imposes great rooms in the field of 

engineering to further extend the achievements obtained from this study. 
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